White House Chron Files
(1970-1975)
3/13/18

1970:
September
¯ 9/17 Memo to Krogh on Federal regulation of explosives, comparing Rep. Cellars bill with the
President’s
¯ 9/22 Memo to Krogh on Rep. Cramer’s proposed Student Anti-Violence Act of 1969
¯ 9/23 Memo to Krogh on possible use of Jack Webb on anti-crime theme
¯ 9/23 Memo for Krogh to send Timmons on crime materials for Congressional Leadership Meeting
¯ 9/23 Memo to Krogh on TV news coverage of Nixon initiative on Campus Bombings and request for
1000 additional FBI agents
¯ 9/24 Memo to Krogh on July 4th incident at Yosemite between protesters and law enforcement officers
¯ 9/25 Memo to Krogh on Senate Commerce Committee’s "Crime Drive"
¯ 9/25 Memo for Krogh to circulate to staff on suggestions for publicizing President’s positions on crime
issues
¯ Memo to Krogh on RH 19339, by Rep. Lowenstein on Police Killings
¯ Draft Statement for RMN at signing of HR 15073, Bank Secrecy Act
¯ 9/25 Memo to Haldeman on Attendance at Moratoriums
¯ 9/29 Memo to Krogh on Domestic Task Force Groups
¯ 9/30 Memo for Krogh to send to Haldeman on Incidents of assaults on police, hijackings and campus
unrest
¯ 9/30 Letter for Krogh to send Rep. Taft on HR 19129, Campus Unrest
¯ 9/30 Memo on possible appointees to DC Little Hoover Commission
October
¯ 10/1 Memo to Krogh following up 9/30 skyjacking task force meeting
¯ 10/1 Memo to Krogh concerning how an article on explosives came to be printed in the Army Digest
¯ 10/1 Memo for Krogh to send JDE following up RMN’s 9/23 meeting with Mitchell and Hoover on
Campus Unrest--analyzing issue and offering alternatives for consideration
¯ 10/2 Memo to Krogh analyzing make up of Scranton Commission witnesses, said Commission
investigating Kent State incident and campus unrest
¯ 10/2 Memo to Krogh analyzing idea of Super Cabinet at WH, and reporting voiced concerns
¯ 10/5 Memo to Krogh analyzing Skyjacking Issues
¯ 10/7 Memo to Krogh on Executive Reorganization, summarizing Ash Council proposals
¯ 10/7 Memo to Krogh on DOJ low profile on Senate Judiciary hearings on cop killer legislation
¯ 10/8 Memo to Krogh concerning Senate Commerce Committee "Crime Drive" and analyzing S 3595,
Senator Bible’s proposed legislation setting up a Commission on Security and Safety of Cargo
¯ 10/9 Memo to Krogh memorializing our DOJ meeting on FBI enforcement of explosives legislation
¯ 10/12 Schedule Proposal for Krogh to send Dwight Chapin on RMN’s 10/15 visit to DOJ for signing
ceremony of S.30, the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, and his later visit to the DC Police
Department, with schedule and Presidential talking points
¯ 10/14 Memo to files following meeting on using Ash Council proposals as basis for SiU presentation on
Executive Reorganization
¯ 10/14 Memo to Jon Rose on campus bombing and S. 30 for Peter Flanigan’s use in public meeting with
Yale’s Kingman Brewster
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10/15 Memo to Krogh on Rep. Smith’s speech and proposals on crime
10/15 Memo to Krogh of all pending legislation on police killings
10/16 Memo to Krogh providing Status Briefing (in preparation for Camp David Trip on all "law and
order" issues
10/22 Memo to Krogh on recently enacted Federal Explosives Legislation
10/22 Memo to Krogh on possible federalization of police killings
10/23 Memo for Krogh to send DC Mayor Walter Washington concerning recent TV program entitled
"Fortress City"
10/23 Memo to Krogh on Bank Secrecy Legislation (authored by Wright Patman and William
Proxmire), discussing whether a public signing ceremony would be beneficial.
10/26 Memo for Krogh to send the Staff Secretary regarding the signing ceremony at BNDD for HR
18583, the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, along with scheduling
details and proposed RMN talking points
10/26 Memo to Krogh on Washington State Initiative Measure 256, an environmental proposal whose
opponents wanted a letter from RMN, which we declined.
10/26 Memo to Krogh on proposed Consolidated Law Enforcement Training Center
10/27 Draft letter for RMN to send to Jerry Wilson, Chief of Police, following up Nixon’s visit with the
DC police department
10/26 Memo to Krogh on return of 90 pounds of heroin washed up on Florida’s beach, which Customs
proposed be on display at the Drug Bill signing, but was not
10/27 Memo for Krogh to send Rehnquist enclosing materials on police killings and asking that they be
analyzed for discussion at upcoming Justice Policy Planning Group luncheon
10/28 Memo to Krogh on Looting of Armories and Military Bases
10/28 Memo to Krogh on National Commission on Individual Rights, which had just been enacted
10/28 Memo for Krogh to send JDE on New Left Bombing Wave, (in response to RMN question from
Daily News Summary
10/29 Memo to Krogh on 14 key crime bills proposed/endorsed by the Administration
10/30 Memo to Krogh on St. Louis Police Programs

November
¯ 11/2 Memo to Krogh on St Louis Police Programs
¯ 11/3 Memo to Krogh concerning DOJ’s ideas for new legislation on the crime issue
¯ 11/5 Memo for Krogh to send JDE analyzing Weapons Security at Armories and Military Bases, along
with memo for JDE to send DOD Secretary Laird requesting specific actions.
¯ 11/5 Memo to Krogh concerning DOD research on Gun Identification
¯ 11/12 Memo to files concerning ideas expressed by five HLS professors of criminal law regarding
possible improvements in the criminal justice system during my 11/6 visit to the law school.
¯ 11/16 Memo to Krogh analyzing two recent Supreme Court arguments on death penalty cases
¯ 11/16 Memo to Krogh concerning idea of an LEAA Trust Fund for crime reduction, along the lines of
the highway trust fund
¯ 11/16 Memo to Bobbie Kilberg analyzing possible adverse reactions to WH "requesting" the Solicitor
General to intervene in the Breakefield case
¯ 11/18 Memo to Staff Secretary on timing of response to Report of National Commission on Reform of
the Federal Criminal Laws, as well as overall summary of crime issue
¯ 11/23 Memo to Krogh analyzing Treasury recommendation to cease mandated record-keeping on
purchases of .22 caliber ammunition
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11/27 Memo to Krogh concerning post-Election analysis of impact of crime issue
11/27 Memo to Krogh analyzing Alcatraz Indian situation and offering alternatives
11/27 Memo to Krogh summarizing ideas for possible proposals for new crime legislation from other
WHS members

December
¯ Analysis of DC tax burden and its Department of Corrections, especially Lorton
¯ 12/8 Memo for Krogh to send JDE on DOD response to increasing security at Armories and military
bases
¯ 12/8 Memo for Krogh to send the President (through JDE) on possible crime legislation for 1971 (rewrite of my 11/27 memo to Krogh)
¯ 12/9 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding Alcatraz (re-write of my 11/27 memo to Krogh)
¯ 12/9 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding possible LEAA Trust Fund (re-write of my 11/16 memo
to Krogh)
¯ 12/9 Memo to Krogh analyzing possible RMN meeting with IACP leadership
¯ 12/14 Memo for Krogh to send the President (through JDE) summarizing DOD’s efforts to increase
security at armories and military bases
¯ 12/15 Memo to Krogh analyzing clemency proposal regarding the "Knoxville 22" incident and those
convicted of disturbing the peace during the President’s appearance on 5/28/70 at the Billy Graham
Crusade, along with letter to Dr. John Griffith of Vanderbilt University indicating why the President
would not be granting clemency.
¯ 12/16 Memo to Joseph Liebling responding to initial DOD report on increased security at Armories and
Military Bases
¯ 12/16 Memo to Krogh analyzing differences between Treasury and IRS regarding collection practices,
especially with regard to corporate tax returns
¯ 12/17 Memo to Krogh analyzing alleged "rape" of 16-year-old boy by Leo Wounded Arrow on
Alcatraz Island and proposed DOJ handling vis-a-vis "tolerance policy" concerning Indian occupation of
Alcatraz
¯ 12/17 Memo to Krogh on attractiveness of"speedy trial" legislative initiative
¯ 12/28 Memo to Krogh itemizing ideas for S/U proposals for Executive Reorganization, including
Congressional consultations
¯ 12/31 Memo to Jim Gregg listing crime and security legislation expected to be re-introduced in the new
Congress on 1/25
1971
January
¯ 1/7 Memo for Krogh to send JDE (through Cole) concerning possible response to the release of the
Report of the National Commission on Reform of the Criminal Laws
¯ 1/7 Letter for Krogh to send to a Florida sheriff who wrote the President concerning obscenity.
¯ 1/11 Memo to Krogh analyzing possible benefits from Presidential meeting with National Association
of Attorneys General
¯ 1/11 Memo to Krogh analyzing possible proposal to have an Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs
in each Cabinet Department
¯ 1/12 Memo to Krogh analyzing initiatives underway by supporters of the Alcatraz occupation to
provide them with permanent rights to the site.
¯ 1/13 Memo to Krogh analyzing possible post-message publicity of President’s proposals for Executive
Reorganization, including press briefings by Cabinet members
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¯ 1/13 Memo to Krogh analyzing proposals for electronic security measures at Armories
¯ 1/15 Memo for Krogh to send JDE recommending response to Report of Commission on Reform of the
Federal Criminal Laws, including text of Presidential memorandum to AG Mitchell responding to the
Report
¯ 1/18 Memo to Krogh analyzing Secord Browne’s proposal for "Safe Passage" for hijackers
¯ 1/19 Memo to Krogh itemizing Crime Legislation for 1971
¯ 1/19 Memo to Krogh regarding harassment of Cuban fishing boats
¯ 1/20 Memo to Krogh detailing the Program for Disclosure of the President’s proposals for Executive
Reorganization
¯ 1/21 Memo for Krogh to send Ken Cole regarding 1971 legislative proposals
¯ 1/22 Memo to Ed Morgan regarding preparations for message on Executive Reorganization
¯ 1/26 Memo for JDE to send to Domestic Council regarding DC Working Group on Utilization of Trust
Funds as a Budgetary Technique
¯ 1/28 Note to Krogh regarding DOJ handling of Alioto case in SF
February
¯ 2/10 Memo to Krogh regarding possible Presidential crime trips for 1971
¯ 2/10 Memo to Ed Morgan of Daily Summary of efforts to push Executive Reorganization
¯ 2/16 Memo to Rob Odle suggesting documentary films be done by each Cabinet Secretary advocating
Executive Reorganization, with separate memo suggesting documentary film on work of Ash Council
itself
¯ 2/16 Memo for Krogh to send Arnold Weber asking that Director of US Marshalls get consideration for
Level V, as recommended by AG Mitchell, plus 2/4 response for JDE to send Mitchell saying we will
work on this
¯ 2/16 Memo to Krogh analyzing idea of Vera Institute doing study of preventive detention
¯ 2/16 Letter to a James Sun suggesting it might not be a good idea to have a second Constitutional
Convention
¯ 2/16 Report to Ed Morgan on Krogh/Magruder meeting with Terry Sanford regarding his chairing
Citizens Committee for Executive Reorganization
¯ 2/17 Talking points regarding the "need case" for Executive Reorganization
¯ 2/17 Letter for Krogh to send Rep Direly regarding his visit to their Task Force meeting and the idea of
a Commission on defining the Age of Majority
¯ 2/18 Memo to Ed Morgan on printing of"The Case for Executive Reorganization"
¯ 2/18 Memo for Jeb Magruder to send Mr. Kingsley regarding Arthur Krock’s compensation
¯ 2/19 Memo to Rose Woods regarding Jon Meek’s request for Presidential signatures
¯ 2/19 Memo to [Executive Reorganization] Project Managers alerting them to availability of detailed
information available from Ash Council memoranda
¯ 2/19 Memo to Tod Hullin responding to question regarding purchase and use of airplanes for
transportation of aliens by INS
¯ 2/22 Distribution Memo for booklets on Executive Reorganization and on Revenue Sharing
¯ 2/22 Memo to Krogh alerting him to DOD push back from consolidation of the Office of Emergency
Preparedness into DOD
¯ 2/22 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding Level V designation for Director of US Marshalls
¯ 2/22 Memo to Krogh alerting him to two public meetings scheduled for the AG
¯ 2/22 Memo to Dick Howard identifying additional opportunities for Cabinet Secretaries to advocate
Executive Reorganization

¯ 2/22 Memo to Krogh suggesting the President meet with Mayors in connection with the Mid-America
Crime Control and Criminal Justice Conference in March, along with memo for Krogh to send Garment
agreeing with idea of a meeting
¯ 2/22 Draft response for Jeff Donfeld to send National Council of State Education Associations
regarding their recommendation on creation of Department of Education
¯ 2/22 Memo to Dick Howard on speaker for National Association of Wheat Growers
¯ 2/23 Memo to Rob Odle asking him to arrange for us to brief Civil Service columnists on Executive
Reorganization
¯ 2/23 Memo to Cashen asking that Krogh be asked to speak on Executive Reorganization at 3/3 meeting
of Consulting Engineers Council and American Institute of Architects
¯ 2/22 Memo to Ron Baukol suggesting Will Taft felt Ralph Nader would only be interested in regulatory
changes and might better be briefed by Flanigan or Knauer’s staff
¯ 2/22 Memo for Krogh to send Jeb Magruder asking his help in arranging detail of Nan Farmer from
Peace Corp
¯ 2/22 Memo to Krogh regarding meeting with American Petroleum Institute and advocacy of Executive
Reorganization
¯ 2/25 Memo to Ed Morgan regarding hiring of Arthur Krock and Nan Farmer to help with advocacy of
Executive Reorganization
¯ 2/25 Memo to Krogh on policy implications of saying there would be any budget savings from the
proposed Executive Reorganization
¯ 2/26 Draft memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding abolition of National Aeronautics and Space Council
as part of Ash Council report, and including a memo from JDE to the Vice President to that effect
March
¯
¯
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3/2 Memo to Krogh regarding his presentation to FAA Annual Overview Conference at Ft. McNair
3/3 Memo to Krogh regarding differences of opinion on testimony regarding FBI Retirement Bill
3/3 Memo to Jim Falk recommending immediate termination of any further circulation of Executive
Reorganization pamphlet due to concerns of anti-lobbying statute
3/4 Final memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding National Aeronautics and Space Council
3/4 Letter for Bob Finch to send Tom Dewey following up conversation and inviting him to co-chair
Citizens Committee for Executive Reorganization
3/4 Memo to Krogh on possible topics for Presidential speech on Law Day, May 1
3/5 Memo for Krogh to send JDE analyzing Alcatraz Indian problem, including memo for JDE to send
Transportation Secretary Volpe, who had written complaining about navigational aids being vandalized
by the Indians on Alcatraz
3/5 Memo for Krogh to send Chapin asking to be included in Air Force One’s return trip from
Williamsburg
3/5 Memo to Ed Morgan regarding OEOB office space for Ash Council
3/5 Memo to Alan Dean seeking reassurance that OMB draft legislation was not materially different
from that described in summary brochure (11,000 copies having been printed)
3/5 Letter to Jon Meek regarding RMN’s essays for the NY State Bar Examination [full set of
correspondence is attached]
3/5 Memo to Dick Howard seeking Treasury Secretary Connolly’s appearance at National Chamber of
Commerce to advocate President’s proposal for Executive Reorganization
3/8 Memo for Krogh to send Chuck Colson regarding efforts on Executive Reorganization
3/8 Memo to John Garland following Krogh’s briefing of Senate Republican Press Aides, who really
came to WH to hear about war in Laos
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3/8 Memo to Krogh on arrangements for President’s Proposals for Executive Reorganization, with
copies to senior WHS
3/8 Memo to file on progress on Citizens Committee on Executive Reorganization
3/10 Memo to Krogh analyzing proposed DC Implied Consent Law on alcohol testing
3/12 Memo to Krogh highlighting Santarelli’s concerns about being designated responsible official for
Management Performance System review of DC crime
3/12 Letter for Krogh to send to Rep. McClure responding to his concern about transferring the Forest
Service to the Department of Interior
3/15 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding growing problem between DOJ and the LA Police
Department
3/16 Memo to Ed Morgan regarding pre-message briefing for top WHS on Executive Reorganization
3/17 Memo for Krogh to send JDE responding to Rumsfeld’s idea of Regional Directors role following
Executive Reorganization
3/17 Memo to Krogh on membership of Citizens Commission for Reorganization
3/17 Memo to John Dean suggesting he take lead in responding to concerns about the proposed
deportation of one Olly Otten
3/17 Memo to John Evans concerning Regional and National Politician Science Meetings as Forums for
Reorganization and Revenue Sharing
3/18 Memo for Krogh to send John Whitaker asking him to host meeting on Executive Reorganization
with National Resources Council of America
3/18 Memo for Krogh to send Ken Cole regarding Post Office assessment for list of offended people for
Sexually Oriented Advertising
3/18 Memo to Andy Rouse regarding President’s Message on Executive Reorganization (scheduled for
3/25) and reviewing all aspects of the rollout
3/24 Memo to Lee Huebner, lead speech writer on President’s Message on Executive Reorganization
regarding themes and specifics of proposed speech
3/25 Memo to Andy Rouse on need to alert Bart Porter of Herb Klein’s staff to communication
opportunities
3/25 Memo to Andy Rouse seeking assistance in helping with article on Executive Reorganization to be
published by American Association of Society Executives
3/23 Draft Memo to Jon Huntsman regarding upcoming release of FBI’s annual Uniform Crime Report
3/25 Memo for Krogh to send Jon Huntsman regarding upcoming release of FBI’s annual Uniform
Crime Report (re-write of 3/23 draft), along with my memo to JDE analyzing the report
3/26 Memo to Krogh analyzing Marshall Hout’s article on psychological deterrents to crime
3/31 Memo for Krogh to circulate draft of Domestic Policy Issues for 1972 Re-Election Campaign,
which he is to send Tod Hullin
3/30 Memo to Krogh on why President should not respond to suggestion for a Presidential Commission
on "Causes of Moral Pollution" by one of his friends.
April
4/6 Memo for Krogh to send Dick Nathan informing him that the WH was going to endorse mandatory
alcohol testing for drunk drivers in DC
¯ 4/12 Memo to file regarding steps taken toward preparation of position paper on privacy
¯ 4/13 Memo to Andy Rouse regarding specific complaint letters received concerning Executive
Reorganization
¯ 4/15 Memo to Krogh endorsing proposed LEAA grants for DC for 1971

¯
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4/15 Memo to Krogh containing outline of a position paper on privacy
4/19 Memo to Krogh analyzing idea of Sabre Foundation study of drug abuse
4/19 Memo to Krogh analyzing funding issues for Legal Services Corporation
4/16 Memo for Krogh to send Cole regarding GAO’s audit of LEAA
4/16 Memo to Krogh regarding trade relations with Red China
4/20 Memo to Donfeld analyzing responses concerning BNDD and Black Caucus differences on Drug
Programs
¯ 4/20 Memo to Krogh regarding Staff Secretary’ s demand for results in Crime Publication Program
¯
4/21 Memo to Krogh discussing the government’s role in expected anti-war demonstrations, as well as
recent civil disobedience on Advocates TV program
¯ 4/22 Memo to Krogh commenting upon Rehnquist’s draft on the Privacy issue
¯ 4/22 Memo to Krogh following up advice to Pete Velde on GAO audit of LEAA
¯ 4/23 Memo for Krogh to send Ray Price asking for Presidential Proclamation for Police Week
¯ 4/26 Memo to Krogh on WHS Morale
¯ 4/27 Memo to Ed Morgan analyzing James v Valtierra and relevance for situation in Blackjack, MO
¯ 4/28 Memo to Krogh analyzing alternatives in responding to Mayor Hatcher’s telegram to RMN
¯ Draft background paper on Crime issues, with references to past key Presidential statements
¯ 4/30 Memo to file on meeting with Pete Velde regarding upcoming GAO investigation of LEAA
¯ 4/30 Memo to Krogh analyzing DOD Interim Report on Armories
¯ 4/30 Memo to Krogh analyzing Supreme Court busing cases and implications for HUD housing drive

May
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5/5 Memo to files concerning DC’s use of LEAA funds for two inappropriate programs
5/6 Letter for Krogh to send Senator Mathias concerning Beltway Crime Conference
5/6 Letter to President of Alpha National responding to his letter to RMN urging use of electronic
surveillance at Armories
5/6 Memo to JDE seeking his input concerning misapplication of two LEAA grants to DC
5/10 Letter for Krogh to send Mayor Walter Washington rejecting two LEAA grants for DC
5/11 Memo to Krogh concerning OMB meeting on Juvenile Delinquency
5/11 Memo to Krogh concerning Mathias’ proposed Beltway Crime Conference
5/12 Memo to Santarelli requesting suggestions for expanding DC Criminal Justice Board
5/12 Memo to Krogh analyzing pros and cons of rejecting two LEAA grants to DC
5/13 Memo to files concerning feasibility of national 911 initiative funded by LEAA
5/14 Memo to Krogh discouraging a Salute to Law Enforcement as untimely
5/17 Memo to Krogh concerning Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs, also containing draft memo
from JDE to six Cabinet Secretaries establishing a Domestic Council Task Force to review Federal
Juvenile Delinquency Programs
5/17 Memo to files concerning Senator Mathias desire for Beltway Crime Conference
5/18 Memo to Krogh concerning LEAA meeting on getting better data on bombing incidents in our
country
5/19 Memo to Kroghon OMB meeting concerning DC Drunk Driving bill, with draft memo to JDE
requesting guidance
5/19 Memo to Kroghsummarizing LEAA goals and objectives
5/20 Memo to Kroghanalyzing political angles of Administration positions on .22 caliber recording
requirements
5/20 Memo to Krogh(again) on Alcatraz Indians

¯ 5/20 Memo for Krogh to send the Army regarding GI rip-offs from credit purchases, stimulated by
letter from Bob Morgan
¯ 5/20 Memo to Krogh on his upcoming visit to LEAA
¯ 5/21 Memo to Krogh discouraging Presidential meeting with Arlen Specter, Philadelphia District
Attorney
¯ 5/24 Memo to JDE (through Krogh) summarizing ongoing work with Senator Mathias on metropolitan
crime and juvenile delinquency
5/24 Memo to Krogh concerning DOT reservations about "implied consent" provision in DC Drunk
Driving bill
¯ 5/25 Memo for Krogh to send David Parker discouraging Presidential meeting with Confederation of
Police
¯ 5/25 Memo for Krogh to send Elisa Hasek urging Presidential letter commending work of Exchange
Club promoting law enforcement careers
¯ 5/25 Memo to Krogh analyzing possibilities of keeping ATFD Firearms Testing Results confidential
¯ 5/26 Memo to Krogh containing final of position paper on Privacy
¯ 5/26 Memo to Krogh concerning political strategy for DC Drunk Driving bill
¯ 5/26 Memo to Krogh enthusing about publicity recommendations concerning Executive Reorganization
¯ 5/26 Memo for Krogh to send Elisa Hasek of Presidential Correspondence Unit urging Presidential
letter of consolation to widow of slain DC police man
¯ 5/26 Memo to Krogh briefing him on Federal Assistance Review meeting he was scheduled to speak at
¯ 5/26 Memo for Krogh to send Dave Parker concerning testimonial dinner for Senators Hruska and
McClellan and Rep Poff--and urging Presidential drop-by
¯ 5/28 Memo to Krogh concerning disparities in payments for deaths of Federal law enforcement officers
¯ 5/28 Memo to Krogh concerning mass mailing of Mayor Washington’s letter to Chiefs of Police
¯ 5/30 Memo to Cole recommending consideration of Walt Minnick for Domestic Council position
[Rest of 1971 is missing, as is beginning of 1972]

April
¯
¯
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¯
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4/
4/3 Memo for Krogh to send Fred Malek, head of Office of Personnel, concerning RMN’ s interest in
Archie Murray, the black State Planning Director for Criminal Justice in NY (and protegee of Governor
Rockefeller) being considered for a Federal position, enclosing letter to me from Murray
4/3 Memo for Krogh to send David Parker recommending acceptance of their invitation to the President
to attend the National Sheriff’ Conference
4/3 Memo for Krogh to send C.D. Ward, the Vice President’ s Chief of Staff, urging continued high
profile of anti-crime and drug initiatives at upcoming meetings--and recommending certain
Administrative spokesmen. [This must have been at the time Agnew was placed in charge of
Intergovernmental affairs]
4/3 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding continued LEAA’s continued bad coverage from Monagan
Subcommittee and how it was being handled
4/3 Memo for Krogh to send DOT Secretary Volpe requesting the detailing of Commander David
McIntosh to ODALE
4/4 Memo for Krogh to send JDE analyzing Presidential alternatives for drug message
4/4 Memo to Tod Hullin reporting on our division’s progress in getting Federal money for Mayor Rizzo

¯ 4/4 Memo for Krogh to send Dwight Chapin recommending Oval Office meeting with Myles Ambrose,
ODALE Director
¯ 4/5 Memo for JDE describing appointment of Jerry Finkelstein to National Advisory Council for Drug
Abuse Prevention
¯ 4/5 Memo to Bill Dickey at Treasury concerning response to request for President’s position on gun
control issues
¯ 4/6 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding LEAA support for programs in the City of Philadelphia
¯ 4/6 Scheduling Proposal for Krogh to send Dwight Chapin, Scheduling Secretary, recommending the
President meet with Customs port officers while he was in Key Biscayne
¯ 4/7 Scheduling Proposals for Krogh to send Dwight Chapin, Scheduling Secretary, recommending
Presidential meeting with Regional Directors of Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement (ODALE)
¯ 4/10 Memo for Krogh to send senior WHS enclosing summary of dramatic drop in DC crime
¯ 4/11 Memo to John Campbell requesting Presidential ’thank you’s to three individuals who helped with
the Heroin Hot Line
¯ 4/12 Memo for Krogh to send Ray Price (head speech writer) saying that although recent Presidential
speeches on crime were cancelled, the benefit of the speechwriting effort was used elsewhere
¯ 4/12 Memo to Krogh about US Attorney’s concerns in planning for the new DC Court House
¯ 4/12 Memo to Krogh concerning visit by David and Julie Eisenhower to Federal Strike Force site
¯ 4/13 Memo to Cashen alerting him to fine job AT&T did with installation of Heroin Hot Line
¯ 4/13 Memo for Krogh to send David Parker discouraging the President from accepting the Chicago
Patrolman’s Association’s Humanitarian Award at its upcoming meeting
¯ 4/13 Memo for Krogh to send Colson, Klein and Ziegler providing LEAA supportive materials in light
of attack by Monagan Subcommittee and "60 Minutes" program
¯ 4/14 Memo to JDE (through Krogh) containing analysis of S.3492, the Omnibus Criminal Justice
Reform Amendments Act of 1972, which had been co-sponsored by 13 liberal Republicans
¯ 4/17 Scheduling Proposal for Krogh send David Parker urging RMN address the annual meeting of the
International Association of Chiefs of Police, with detailed schedule of events
¯ 4/17 Memo to Jerris Leonard at LEAA forwarding Mayor Rizzo’s letter to JDE urging abolition of
Philadelphia Regional Planning Council
¯ 4/17 Memo for Donfeld to send JDE (through Krogh) analyzing Urban League grant proposal to
National Institute of Mental Health (on drug prevention) received from Vernon Jordan
4/18 Memo to JDE on New York Court Program as background for JDE to respond to telegram from
Governor Rockefeller’s Counsel requesting $7.5 million from LEAA
¯ 4/18 Scheduling Proposal for Krogh to send David Parker requesting First Family Visit to a Federal
Strick Force office in Chicago or San Francisco
¯ 4/18 Status Memo to Krogh on Legislative/Administrative Problems on the Horizon
¯ 4/18 Memo for Krogh to send General Davis at DOT concerning a suggestion to discourage Air Piracy
by fingerprinting all passengers, as well as a response for Krogh to send to the individual sending the
suggestion to JDE
¯ 4/19 Memo for Krogh to send Haldeman responding to the suggestion that the President send letters to
all who called on the Heroin Hot Line
¯ 4/19 Memo for Krogh to send Colson containing fact sheet on criminal justice initiatives to be
distributed to all Members of Congress
¯ 4/19 Memo for Krogh to send to President’s file on RMN’s visit to DC Police Department
¯ 4/20 Memo to Fred Malek enclosing fact sheets on criminal justice initiatives as background materials
to be distributed to "Lawyers for the President" group
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4/20 Letter for Krogh to send Elmer Bobst responding to his letter to Jim Cavanaugh on the importance
of apprehension of major narcotics offenders
4/20 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding Monagan Subcommittee review of LEAA money being
committed to District of Columbia
4/24 Memo to Krogh discouraging the idea of getting "60 Minutes" to do a report on the decline in DC
Crime
4/27 Schedule Proposal for President to visit Customs Border Facility in Laredo TX and/or Law Day
ceremonies at the Alamo

May

Memo for JDE to send RMN detailing his ability to announce naming the FBI building when he spoke at
Hoover’s funeral (which he did and I got personal thank you letter)
5/3 Memo to Jerris Leonard urging consideration of COG’s grant application
5/3 Memo to Krogh on Unfinished Marihuana Commission Business, enclosing proposed memo for
him to send to Jack Ingersoll at BNDD
5/4 Schedule Proposal for Krogh to send to David Parker recommending President attend National
Sheriffs Convention in Palm Springs
5/4 Memo to Ed Harper concerning drug treatment group known as Why Not
5/5 Schedule Proposal recommending President attend Annual Meeting of National Association of
Attorneys General in Lake Tahoe
5/5 Memo for Krogh to send David Parker detailing ambivalence on RMN visit to International
Narcotic Enforcement Officer Association meeting
5/5 Memo to Bill Rhatican responding to Barbara Franklin’s complaint about apparent absence of
women in DC police photograph
5/8 Memo for Krogh to send David Parker explaining why we discouraged RMN going to meetings of
the International Conference of Police Associations
5/8 Memo for Krogh to send Fred Malek recommending assistant secretarial appointment for Bob
DuPont, who was then hear of DC Treatment Programs
5/8 Memo to Jerris Leonard regarding why we had told Herbert Brownell that LEAA probably couldn’t
provide $75 million to fund New York’s Special Criminal Courts
5/8 Memo to Vicki Keller disparaging SOS Technical Assistance Bulletin on crime and the elderly
5/8 Memo for Krogh to send David Parker discouraging Presidential message for deceased fireman
5/9 Schedule Proposal for Presidential meeting with 53 Chiefs of Police who had crime reductions (first
one I got to sign)
5/10 Schedule Proposal for Krogh to send David Parker recommending RMN interview on Today Show
5/11 Suggested inserts in Report on DC describing successes in reducing crime and drug abuse
5/11 Memo for Krogh to send JDE regarding John Dean’s efforts to have protesters removed from
Pennsylvania Avenue sidewalk in front of WH
5/12 Memo to Jerris Leonard indicating interest in Green Power Foundation’s $300,000 grant request of
LEAA (copying Sally Payton)
5/15 Memo to Bill Dickey at Treasury on gun control questionnaire
5/15 Letter for Krogh to send Culver City Chief of Police who wrote in response to a letter from the late
J. Edgar Hoover saying President Nixon wanted to hear of worthwhile law enforcement programs
5/16 Memo to JDE (through Krogh) analyzing gun control issue
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5/16 Memo to JDE (through Krogh) analyzing the issue of Additional Drug Enforcement Officers, and
attaching the memo which RMN requested of Myles Ambrose at his 4/8 Key Biscayne meeting with
Customs Officers
5/17 Memo to Lang Washburn at DOD discouraging the idea of any Presidential meeting with Dr.
Hardin Jones, to hear his idea for discouraging GI use of heroin in Vietnam
5/18 Memo to Krogh informing him of sealed indictment of Panamanian Ambassador to Spain on
smuggling heroin into the US
5/18 Memo to Krogh analyzing WH/DOJ conflicts with Gene Rossides at Treasury
5/19 Memo to Bill Kolberg at OMB requesting assistance in drafting response to Volpe’s report on civil
aviation security
5/19 Memo to Paul Perrito circulating Policy Statement on Crime for comment
5/19 Memo to Myles Ambrose concerning Puerto Rico’s complaint about not being an ODALE Target
City
5/19 Memo to Paul Perrito, Jaffe’s Deputy at SAODAP about recent news article on pending
Philadelphia drug treatment grants
5/19 Memo to Ed Harper itemizing minor revisions to policy statement on crime to be considered at
National Governor Conference
5/19 Schedule Proposal to David Parker recommending President visit LEAA Convention
5/22 Series of 12 Memos for Krogh to send Public Information Officers in the Cabinet Departments and
Agencies announcing the appointment of Richard Harkness as coordinator for Drug Abuse press
inquiries and statements, including memo analyzing expectations from RMN’s characterization of Drug
Abuse as Public Enemy # 1
5/25 Memo to Ed Harper providing background on gun control issue for National Governor’s
Conference
5/31 Memo for Krogh to send the President analyzing DOT Secretary Volpe’s Report on Civil Aviation
Security and recommending options for response

June
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

6/1 Memo for Krogh to send Cole detailing how to advocate Administration’s position and
accomplishments on the Crime Issue
6/1 Schedule Proposal for Krogh to send Parker recommending that Julie Eisenhower visit the
Narcotics Treatment Center in DC
6/1 Memo for Krogh to send RMN reviewing DOD’s drug treatment efforts and attaching a suggested
memo to Secretary Laird
6/2 Memo to Marry Danziger asking if his institute was involved in anything which might be helpful to
elderly’s fears about crime
6/2 Memo to Eliska Hasek concerning Presidential message to National Cargo Security Conference
6/2 Memo to Fred Malek identifying possible lawyers for National Advisory Committee of Lawyers for
the President
6/21 Memo to JDE detailing number of wiretaps, either by FBI, approved by the AG or for National
Security purposes
6/21 Memo to JDE concerning Congressional Status of two hijacking conventions
6/22 Memo to Tod Hullin detailing DC Police side of story concerning traffic incident (where husband
had called JDE)
6/23 Memo to Ken Cole analyzing SAODAP/OMB differences over supplemental funds for drug
treatment
11

¯

6/26 Memo to Ken Cole analyzing Secor Browne’s speech advocating the Federal Gov’t assume all
responsibility for responding to air piracy
¯ 6/28 Memo to Paul O’Neill at OMB concerning Administration position on proposed Victims of Crime
Act of 1972
¯ 6/28 Memo to JDE providing background for his upcoming meeting with Mayor Rizzo
¯ 6/28 Letter to individual who wrote JDE concerning gun control issue
¯ 6/28 Memo to Dan Kingsley concerning Mary Youry, author of pamphlet on crime and the elderly
¯ 6/28 Memo to Eliska Hasek recommending Presidential letter to Central Florida drug abuse effort
¯ 6/28 Memo to Cole on recommending Administration Review of Key Federal Crime Reduction
Activities and how it might be accomplished
¯ 6/29 Memo to Dan Kingsley concerning nominees to HEW’s National Advisory Council on Drug
Abuse
¯ 6/29 Memo to Ed Harper concerning recommended RNC Platform Committee Witnesses on Crime and
Drugs
¯
6/30 Memo to Krogh on increased funding for drug treatment and enforcement programs
July
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

7/10 Memo to Krogh on Skyjacking, regarding expected call to JDE from FAA’s Shafer saying their
time had passed
7/10 Memo to Charles Clapp on idea regarding Skyjacking
7/12 Memo to Krogh containing talking points concerning importance and operations of Overseas
Narcotics Agents, including memo for him to send to the Attorney General and Treasury Secretary
Shultz
7/13 Memo to Krogh on steps being taken following two recent skyjackings
7/13 Scheduling Proposal for Krogh to send Parker urging the President attend the second annual AG’s
Conference on Crime Reduction
7/14 Memo for Krogh to send Harper concerning Platform Committee Witnesses
7/14 Memo to Krogh summarizing results of DOT Secretary Volpe’s meeting to consider anti-hijacking

ideas
7/14 Memo for Krogh to send John Campbell on why we oppose new Federal agency on anti-hijacking
7/17 Memo to Ed Harper addressing issues of computerized national data base, lowering legal age of
majority and encouraging young people to run for office
7/18 Memo to JDE (through Krogh) regarding possible briefing by HP Hoose on China
7/19 Memo to Neal Ball concerning grand jury investigation of gun smuggling to IRA
7/19 Memo to Krogh concerning current situation of DCD and outlook for remainder of Congressional
session
7/19 Memo to Krogh on Presidential announcement of Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime initiative
7/19 Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with top four Drug Enforcement Officials
7/19 Memo to Krogh analyzing privacy implications of Bank Secrecy Regulation’s requirement of
microfilming of checks for less than $500
7/19 Memo to Krogh concerning Ted Meyers’ thoughts on DC Crime issues
7/20 Memo to David Parker concerning rescheduling the Crime Conference to a later date
7/20 Memo to Krogh analyzing how the crime issue is impacted by McGovern’s nomination
7/19 Memo to Marsh Thompson of Intergovernmental Relations regarding possible designation of eight
cities for special Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime program
7/19 Memo to Krogh concerning granting of IRS Tax Records to Special Assistant Attorneys General
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7/19 Schedule Proposals for Krogh to send David Parker urging Presidential attendance at Annual
meeting of LEAA State Planning Directors
7/20 Memo to Ken Clawson of WH Communications Group regarding AG’s first annual report on
Federal efforts to combat crime and drug abuse
7/22 Memo to Fred Fielding addressing possible responses to letter from son of witness refusing to
testify in Ft Worth Grand Jury investigation of gun running to Ireland
7/21 Memo to David Parker responding to request for possible campaign appearances for Ed Cox
7/26 Memo to Neal Ball of the WH Press Office on upcoming press conference by 25 Congressmen on
opposed to Grand Jury investigation of gun running to Ireland
7/27 Memo for Krogh to send Ed Harper commenting on President’s Campaign Fact Book sections on
crime and drug abuse
7/28 Memo to JDE responding to question on repeat offenders
7/31 Memo to Ken Khachigian containing proposed response to Senator McGovern’s 2/15 speech on
drug abuse
7/31 Memo to JDE analyzing ramifications of Rep Bell’s request that he and LA Police Chief Ed Davis
meet with JDE
7/31 Memo to JDE analyzing possibility of Reprisals to Countries Aiding Hijackers

August
¯ 8/2 Memo to JDE citing eight examples of convicted killers being released to kill again
¯ 8/3 Scheduling Proposal for Krogh to send Parker recommending President meet with 30 young
attorneys on ODALE staff (which he did on 9/6/72--see 9/25 follow up memo)
¯ 8/3 Memo to Jeanne Davis of NSC seeking concurrence of position on hijacking
¯ 8/3 Memo for Krogh to send Pat Gray concerning tensions between FBI and ODALE
¯ 8/3 Memo for Krogh to send Pat Gray seeking assistance in responding to letter on gun control
¯ 8/4 Memo to Dave Parker suggesting WH tour and meeting with First Lady for US Marshalls
¯ 8/7 Memo to Jerris Leonard concerning grant request of LEAA by NYC Housing Police
¯ 8/7 Memo to Krogh concerning Hatch Act problems of Ambrose
¯ 8/8 Memo for Krogh to send Cole alerting him to Hatch Act problem with Ambrose and containing
possible memo to Haldeman
¯ 8/10 Memo to Ambrose on Drug Abuse themes for his speeches
¯ 8/10 Memo to JDE on example of twice convicted killers
¯ 8/10 Memo for Krogh to send Jerry Warren responding to Senate passage of Saturday Night Special
gun control legislation
¯ Letter for Herb Klein to circulate materials to editors about Presidential efforts to combat drug abuse
¯ 8/11 Memo for Krogh to send Dan Kingsley suggesting Krogh get consulted on appointments to UN
Commission on Crime in the future
¯ 8/15 Memo to Hullin on repeated contacts of Tom Dorsey who wants to patent his ideas on hijacking
¯ 8/15 Memo to JDE analyzing McGovern votes on Supreme Court nominees
¯ 8/16 Memo to Bruce Kehrli detailing Myles Ambrose’ speaking engagements
¯ 8/16 Memo to Krogh briefing him in advance of meeting with Ralph Erickson on crime issues,
¯ 8/18 Memo to Dave Gergen concerning National Enquirer "poll" on sentencing
¯ 8/18 Memo to Paul Woodward at DOJ concerning letter from Rep Roush
¯ 8/28 Memo to Brad Rich providing analysis of crime issues in Hawaii in anticipation of President’s tri
¯ 8/28 Memo to Phil Modin of DOJ regarding letter to President concerning US Attorney Herb Stern
¯ 8/28 Memo to Bruce Kehrili requesting permission to use Presidential seal on SAODAP brochures
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8/29 Schedule Proposal for Dave Parker identifying possible Drug events for Presidential participation
8/29 Memo to Pat Gray concerning transfer of DOJ employee
8/30 Memo to Dan Kingsley concerning possible replacement for Jerris Leonard at LEAA
8/30 Memo to C.D. Ward regarding crime situation in Virgin Islands
8/31 Memo to Dan Kingsley concerning nominations to Gambling Commission
8/31 Memo to Steve Boyle regarding telegram sent to Police Chief of Evansville, Indiana

September
¯ 9/1 Memo to Deputy AG requesting background on crime and drug issues in certain key states, as well
as possible events
¯ 9/1 Memo to Dave Parker suggesting President meet with International Association of Chiefs of Police
and Parade Magazine’s "policeman of the year" and 10 runners up for photo op in Oval Office
¯ 9/5 Memo to John Campbell suggesting he close his files on two earlier letters on hijacking
¯ 9/7 Memo to Peter Michel analyzing McGovern white paper "Urban American: Crime and Justice
Sections" and suggesting themes for response
¯ 9/8 Memo to Jaffe asking for response letter to individual writing the President on drug abuse
¯ 9/13 Memo for Krogh to send to President’s files on 9/6 meeting with ODALE attorneys
¯ 9/15 Memo to Pat Buchanan regarding Presidential position on the death penalty
¯ 9/15 Draft memo for Krogh to send President (through JDE) on judges not sentencing heroin pushers
¯ 9/18 Memo to Santarelli asking that McGovern’s positions on pornography be commented upon by the
AG
¯
9/18 Memo to Mike Smith requesting Presidential letter to John Bartels
¯
9/19 Memo for Krogh to send to the President (through JDE) summarizing Drug Strategy
¯
9/19 Memo to Ed Harper on McGovern and Pornography
¯
9/20 Memo to Tod Hullin concerning DC crime statistics
¯
9/20 Memo for Krogh to send JDE summarizing Hijacking initiatives
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

9/25 Memo for Krogh to send AG on President’s concern about lack of mandatory incarceration of
heroin pushers
9/27 Memo to Dave Gergen on FBI Crime Report release
9/27 Memo to Rep Frank Horton summarizing responses to Heroin Hot Line for his use in
Congressional Record
9/28 Memo for Krogh to send JDE on Rockefeller’s Report on Corruption, following up their
discussion of the Knapp Commission
9/29 Memo for Krogh to send JDE analyzing alternatives for Presidential initiative on Hijacking
9/29 Memo to Mary Ann Allin concerning response to letter to RMN on drug abuse
9/29 Memo to Phil Modlin at DOJ concerning prosecution in Eastern District of CA
9/29 Memo to Ollie Atkins requesting WH pictures of President’s Laredo visit to use as gifts to
Customs Officers

October
¯ 10/2 Memo to Hullin stating DOJ’s opposition to ABA proposal for a National Institute of Justice
¯ 10/2 Memo to Roy Morey of VP’ s staff containing briefing materials for four cities on his agenda
¯ 10/4 Memo to Gergen on Presidential message to National Conference of Hispanic Law Enforcement
Officers, which Ambrose would read in the context of his visit
¯ 10/5 Memo to Krogh on LEAA High Impact City Program for eight key cities
¯ Draft letter for Presidential response to letter on drug abuse
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¯ 10/5 Memo to Krogh detailing briefing paper responsibilities for JDE’s appearance
¯ 10/5 Memo to Dick Harkness concerning preparing JDE on drug issues for his appearance on Issues
and Answers
¯ 10/5 Memo to Krogh summarizing criminal justice legislation and budget items
¯ 10/14 Memo to Neal Ball regarding Presidential Speech on Crime and Drugs
¯ 10/16 Memo to Jaffe forwarding telegram for response
¯ 10/16 Memo to Bud Coster forwarding telegram concerning Chicago Confederation of Police
¯ 10/17 Eight letters accompanying Presidential photos of car inspections in Laredo TX
¯ 10/18 Memo to Mike Smith requesting Presidential letter to Mary Henley
¯ 10/18 Memo to Jean Spencer of VP’s staff suggesting two items in future remarks on drug abuse
¯ 10/19 Memo to Bill Dickey asking he respond to letter on gun control
¯ 10/19 Memo to Krogh on OMB recommended veto of legislation to reclassify Deputy US Marshals
¯ 10/19 Memo to Santarelli in responding to letter on pornography
¯ 10/20 Memo to JDE (through Krogh) on Skyjacking proposals and differences with FAA and CAB
¯ 10/25 Memo to Bruce Kehrili on Treasury Secretary Shultz report on results from first 15 months of
IRS trafficker program
¯ 10/26 Memo to Lucy Harper on VP talking points regarding drug programs in Warren, Michigan
appearance
¯ 10/27 Memo for President’s files on 10/24 meeting with Patrolman of the Year
¯ 10/30 Memo to Secor Browne at FAA on International Hijacking Initiatives
November
¯ 11/1 Resignation Letter to the President, as requested by Haldeman of all appointees
¯ 11/13 Memo to Krogh explaining how DOJ treatment of WH memo asking for crime situation in
several key states was sent out to FBI field offices
¯ 11/14 Memo to Krogh on weekend hijacking, in spite of magnetometers, with recommendations from
DOJ
¯ 11/14 Memo to Krogh on Civil Aviation Security Plan
¯ 11/20 Nine letters forwarding Oval Office photos to Patrolman of Year and runners up
¯ 11/21 Memo to Secor Browne concerning Administration’s position on civil aviation security
¯ 11/21 Memo for Krogh to send Timmons rejecting Senator Towers proposal the President meet with
INS, in light of news coverage alleging corruption
¯ 11/22 Memo to Jim Fazio indicating Situation Room would be central point of contact for FAA duty
officer in event of hijacking
¯ 11/22 Memo for Krogh to send O’Neill recommending continued Special Analysis in budget for drug
abuse
11/24 Memo for Krogh to send Fred Buzhardt on DARPA
11/24 Memo to Hullin suggesting postponement of BNDD agent recognition until wounded agent

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

recovered
11/29 Memo to Henry Peterson regarding Virgin Islands crime situation
11/29 Memo for Krogh to send Cole discouraging Presidential letter of commendation to pilot in
Southern Airways skyjacking
11/29 Memo for Krogh to send Roger Cramton at DOJ seeking progress report on idea of
environmental court
11/30 Memo to Krogh analyzing James Q Wilson’s thoughts on LEAA
11/30 Memo to Hullin analyzing crime statistics for Old Town, Alexandria
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11/30 Memo to Dick Lally, Deputy Secretary of Transportation regarding letter from Russell Grenon

December
¯ 12/1 Memo for Krogh to send Cole setting forth full discussion and recommendations for drug
reorganization, along with draft memo for Cole to send Roy Ash on implementation
12/5 Memo to Cole on how to handle Civil Rights Commission’s report on the Philadelphia Police
Department
12/8 Memo for Krogh to send Cole concerning implementation of drug reorganization strategy paper
12/11 Schedule Proposal that the President deliver the opening address to the National Conference on
Criminal Justice, with detailed invitation from AG Kleindienst
12/11 Acknowledgement of Charles Butler’s detailed letter (he is on Civil Aeronautics Board) to JDE
and forwarding it to Bill Jordan for detailed response
12/12 Memo to Dick Cooke on why there will be no Presidential letter to the Elks
12/13 Memo to General Davis at FAA on speaking engagement
12/14 Memo to JDE outlining OMB position of Assistant Director for Narcotics Control and
recommending Mark Alger, current Chief of General Government Division
12/18 Letter for Krogh to send Rep Winn regarding possible federal monetary assistance for drug abuse
efforts in his district of Kansas City
12/18 Memo to Hullin forwarding and evaluating DOJ’s proposals for Virgin Islands Crime Situation
12/18 Memo to Cole outlining two-year planning segment on crime and drug abuse issues
12/18 Memo for Cole to send RMN anticipating AG’s concerns on Federal narcotics organizations, as
well as Presidential memo to Roy Ash appointing panel to do full review
12/19 Memo to Krogh summarizing meeting with Paul Ignatius and ATA General Counsel on airline
security
¯
12/19 Memo for Krogh to send JDE suggesting Jaffe be retained at SAODAP on a trial basis
¯
12/20 Memo to Dick Harkness concerning Drug Abuse issues deserving press attention
¯
12/21 Letter to Orange County District Attorney responding to his letter to the President
¯
12/22 Memo to Stan Anderson at WH Personnel on need to replace three individuals at DOJ
¯
12/27 Memo to Fred Malek at WH Personnel about Tom Murphy as candidate to replace Nelson Gross
as Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Narcotics Matters
12/27 Memo to Krogh providing full background briefing on people, players and policy concerns in
Hijacking issue
12/27 Memo for Cole to send JDE on Narcotics Intelligence Study
12/29 Memo to Ed Morgan outlining Administration position on gun control
1973
January
¯ 1/4 Memo to Len Laster seeking analysis of Battelle-Columbus Report on Heroin
¯ 1/5 Memo to Cole addressing budget issues in crime and drug abuse
¯ 1/5 Memo to Hullin concerning Redskins posters combating drug abuse
¯ 1/5 Memo to Jerry Jaffe raising question of Richard E. Waite’s claim for external indicator of drug and
alcohol usage
¯ 1/11 Memo to Pen James regarding Peter Schluter as candidate for federal position
¯ 1/11 Memo to Cole on my assumption of responsibility for Cabinet Committee on Terrorism
¯ 1/11 Memo to Jerry Jaffe concerning staff applicant for Congressional Relations
¯ 1/11 Memo to Cole analyzing application of the death penalty for all hijackings
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to Jack Hushen requesting updated materials on criminal justice issues
Memo to Cole on timing of Ingersoll resignation
Memo to Cole summarizing issues in proposed Drug Reorganization
Memo to Ray Farrell forwarding Alioto telegram
Memo to Pat Gray seeking recommendation on commendation for FBI agent
Memo to Cole discussing Constitutionality of Impoundment of Funds
Memo to Hullin on timing of Presidential meeting with BNDD agents
Memo to Cole discussing Principle Administration Goals
Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with BNDD agents
Memo to Falk asking about Gov. Reagan’s corrections proposals
Memo to Whitaker urging him to consider Lee Gladden (of Minnick’s staff) for energy position
Memo to Donfeld seeking input on TASC program for Kansas City (we had gotten irate letter from
Congressman saying WH had not responded)
1/25 Letter to Mayor Allioto responding to his 12/26 telegram to the President on application of
immigration laws to Nicaraguan nationals
1/25 Memo to Pat Gray, DAG, forwarding letter from New Orleans Mayor concerning recent killing
1/25 Memo to Roy Ash containing outline of how to classify and handle the hundred some
impoundments at OMB
1/26 Memo to Cole regarding Special Message on Crime
1/26 Memo to John Campbell responding to issues raised by expiring legislation in the General Gov’t
area
1/26 Memo to Cole analyzing issues concerned with LEAA and Special Revenue Sharing, which have
been brought to a head by letter to RMN from Jerris Leonard, which has been sent to OMB for staffing,
along with memo for Cole to send Carlucci, OMB Deputy Director
1/29 Memo to Stan Anderson discussing Federal Commission on Revision of US Circuit Courts of
Appeal and how nominations should be handled
1/30 Memo to Hullin (through Cole) submitting proposed letter to JDE to send Gov. Ogilvie.
1/30 Memo to Jerris Leonard forwarding telegram to the President from Gov. George Wallace on
pending LEAA grant request
1/30 Memo to Stan Anderson suggesting transition actions to be taken at SAODAP (bringing Bob
DuPont in to replace Jerry Jaffe)
1/31 Memo to Cole discussing need for continued US presence in SE Asia to interdict flow of heroin,
along with proposed memo for him to send Kissinger to this effect (The concern is the Vietnam accords
were silent on narcotics issues)

1/12
1/12
1/15
1/15
1/15
1/17
1/17
1/18
1/19
1/22
1/22
1/25

Memo

February
¯ 2/1 Memo to Ralph Erickson seeking information on possible Presidential appearances on crime issues
over the next six months
¯ 2/1 Memo to Cole expressing concerns with Santarelli’s efforts to take our work in international
narcotics and use it as his own in efforts to get a State Department position
¯ 2/1 Letter to Mayor of Willoughby, Ohio, who wrote RMN expressing concerns with handling outburst
in New Orleans
¯ 2/2 Memo to Roger Jones (at ODALE) providing guidance on letter from Senator McClellan
¯ 2/4 Memo to Dana Mead regarding Governor Holton of Virginia’s concerns with DC Reformatory at
Lorton and what might be done to keep up the pressure on Mayor Washington
¯ 2/5 Memo to Hullin on possible drug abuse help which JDE could provide on this European Trip
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2/5 Memo to Hullin discussing Chief Wilson’s desire to move to another position
2/5 Memo to Hushen at DOJ suggesting everyone use same budget figures from Special Analysis M
(crime) of Federal Budget Message and parallel memo to Harkness on Special Analysis R on Drug
Abuse
2/7 Memo to Roy Ash on Federal Drug Reorganization and Senator Ribicoff’s press release advocating
all be folded into the FBI
2/7 Memo to Jerry Jones expressing concern with National Advisory Council on Drug Abuse
2/8 Memo to David Hoopes on my participation in Inaugural activities
2/9 Memo to Cavanaugh discussing DOJ ideas on Illegal Aliens and Social Security numbers
2/9 Memo to Parker providing background on National Exchange Club, which has invited the President
to a crime prevention event in California
2/9 Memo to JDE on status of Commission on Revision of Circuit Courts of Appeal
2/12 Memo to David Parker on possible Presidential appearances at upcoming crime and drug abuse
events
2/13 Memo to Mike Acree at Customs on possible Presidential letters of commendation
2/14 Memo to Scowcroft discussing the President’s ongoing interest in "theft of arms, ammunition and
explosives" and providing background on this issue
2/14 Memo to Jaffe on Dennis Hollingsworth’s offer to be of service in opposing drug usage (he is
champion drag racer and has written the President)
2/15 Memo to Cole advocating Ambassador Handley be chosen for State Drug Slot to replace Nelson
Gross instead of Santarelli
2/15 Memo to JDE/Cole briefing them on status of Drug Organizational work with OMB
2/16 Memo to Hullin concerning proposed response to telegram to the President from ABA President
Robert Meserve on the Legal Services Corporation
2/22 Memo to Hank Paulson forwarding status reports on crime and drug abuse in Detroit
2/22 Schedule ProposaI for President to meet with DC Police Chief Jerry Wilson
2/26 Memo to Parker about possible dates for Presidential participation in One-Day Drug Conference
on TASC projects (Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime)
2/26 Memo to Parker discouraging Presidential participation in connection with release of second and
final report of the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse. Essence of position was that if
they wouldn’t show us their 150 recommendations in final form, we would not condone a meeting with
the President
2/26 Memo to Jim Falk addressing Crime and Public Safety issues in anticipation of National
Governor’ s Conference
2/26 Memo to DAG suggesting addition of paragraph in proposed DOJ response on Impoundment
2/26 Memo to Jerris Leonard regarding renewal of LEAA grant to Governors’ Mutual Assistance
Program forCriminal Justice
2/26 Memo to DAG requesting draft of letter for President to congratulate US Attorney Jim Thompson
2/27 Memo to Ray Farrell, Commissioner of INS, seeking registration of aliens to compare with voter
lists

¯ 2/27 Memo to Cole on S/U Message on Crime and Drugs (scheduled for 3/11), with memo for him to
send to the President on proposed issues
¯ 2/27 Memo to Fred Buzhardt on DOD Support for International Narcotics Control
¯ 2/28 Memo to Thomas Tucker thanking him for his memo on Legal Services Corporation
March
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3/1 Memo to Parker detailing advantages of Presidential appearance at one day Drug Conference
3/2 Memo to Dana Mead suggesting paragraph in letter to Thurmond Boykin on Law Enforcement
Special Revenue Sharing
3/2 Letter to Bernard Gallagher at Office of Emergency Preparedness thanking him for his ongoing
support of Heroin Hot Line
3/2 Memo to Hullin evaluating use of Dolf Droge as drug abuse spokesman
3/2 Letter to Governor Wallace on pending LEAA grant
3/2 Memo to the President (through Cole) on legislation restoring the death penalty. This originally
was drafted for JDE, but changed to point out that President had asked AG to do this work
3/2 Memo to Hullin suggesting JDE meet with selected members of the Marihuana Commission prior to
committing to a meeting with the President
2/3 Memo to Cole discussing challenges of interagency cooperation in drug abuse law enforcement
issues
3/5 Memo to DAG seeking input for the President’s S/U Message on Crime
3/5 Memo to David Parker, reacting to their request for a WH reception, suggesting the President might
better address the meeting of the American Law Institute
3/5 Memo to Remi Nadeau (speechwriter) seeking assistance with President’s message on crime
3/6 Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with Customs agents instrumental in conviction of
August Ricord
3/6 Memo to Mike Schrauth addressing issue of legalization of marihuana
3/6 Memo to Bob Barry, GC of Army, asking that he reply to telegram received by JDE
3/9 Memo to Jaffe asking about article circled by President in his new summary saying methadone
supplies were being curtailed
3/9 Memo to Parker advocating usage of the meeting of the Federal Bar Council 1973 Law Day Dinner
on 5/1 in NYC as platform for crime speech (Parker had sent copy of invitation to me and John Dean for
comment)
3/12 Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with Justice attorneys who prepared proposed his
Federal Criminal Code Reform Act
3/12 Memo to Hullin discussing ramifications of abolition of insanity as a separate defense in Federal
Criminal Code
3/12 Memo for President’s file on 3/12 meeting with BNDD agents and families, with presentation of
Henry L. Manfredi Award
3/13 Memo to Parker saying why the President should not meet with police unions
3/14 Memo for Cole to send the President containing the sixth part of his S/U, which is on Crime and
Drugs
3/15 Memo to Cole providing background for President’s meeting with Gov. Shafer of the Marihuana
Commission
3/16 Memo to Pete Velde at LEAA suggesting updating of 1970 report on outlook for crime reduction
3/16 Memo to JDE regarding OMB’s Drug Reorganization and analyzing several aspects, including
need to protect Customs’ present search and seizure abilities. JDE had sent Ash’s memo to the President
on Drug Reorganization to me for comment
3/21 Memo to Parker saying 4/12-13 is too soon for scheduling of one day Drug Conference
3/19 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer seeking "Secret" clearance for James Q Wilson, now Chairman for
National Advisory Council for Drug Abuse Prevention
3/21 Memo to Cole on replacement of Jerry Jaffe at SAODAP
3/21 Memo to Mike Smith on Presidential letter to Paul Perito, resigning as Deputy of SAODAP
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¯ 3/21 Status Memo to Cole on key legislation on crime and drugs
¯ 3/21 Letter to individual who had written the President in support of his recent radio address on crime
and drugs
¯ 3/22 Memo to JDE on impact of Drug Reorganization’s ending of Internal Security Division at DOJ
and using it for Narcotics Prosecutions
¯ 3/22 Memo to Craig Gosden on recommending the President suggest to Secretary Morton of Interior
that he postpone erection of any monument on the island for the time being
¯ 3/23 Memo for President’s file on his meeting that day with Marihuana Commission
¯ 3/23 Memo to Federal Officials circulating the Final Report of the Marihuana Commission, asking them
for comment, and directing them to clear any public statement on it with Harkness
¯ 3/23 Memo to Mike Smith seeking Presidential letter for Donfeld, who had moved to SAODAP
¯ 3/23 Memo to JDE analyzing AG’s recent speeches on criminal justice and listing upcoming AG
speaking events [I had received memo from JDE asking for increased emphasis by AG and Chief
Wilson on crime reductions]
¯ 3/24 Memo to the AG forwarding draft of announcement of Ambassador Handley to become Executive
Director of the Cabinet Committee on International Narcotics Control (YES !)
¯ 3/26 Letter to mother who wrote RMN a six-page letter about her son’s heroin addiction, which was
staffed to Jaffe for a draft for my signature
¯
¯
¯

3/26 Memo to Dick Howard outlining crime initiatives expected over the upcoming six months, with
copies to otherinterested parties
3/27 Memo to Alex Butterfield (newly at FAA) recommending consideration of Hal Lewis for a
position
3/28 Memo to President’s file on his 3/14 meeting with Mike Acree, Commissioner of Customs and
five agents

April
¯
¯
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4/2 Memo to Mike Smith requesting Presidential notes to folks helping with drug treatment in Thailand
4/2 Memo to Bud Coster at LEAA asking for information on cities experiencing a 10% crime reduction,
along with memo from Gergen on project, along with staffing for idea of actual Oval Office meeting for
those with 20% reductions
4/3 Memo to Cole with suggested Presidential reply to John Howard of Marihuana Commission
4/4 Memo to Cole on continued political importance of crime issue
4/4 Memo to JDE on Chief Wilson’ s upcoming tour on reducing street crime, with copies to other WHS
4/5 Memo to Charles Ablard requesting background on National Association for Justice, with response
to Parker on how badly we view the group
4/5 Letter to Percy Ross confirming meeting with Jaffe
4/6 Memo to Falk questioning why I "had" to attend the NACo meeting
4/6 Memo to Falk regarding President’s desire that certain Mayors meet personally with Chief Wilson,
who is credited for reducing DC crime by 50%
4/6 Memo for Cole to send President providing full opportunity for review of gun control issue
4/6 Memo to Cole requesting a week off for my honeymoon (the week before Easter)
4/9 Memo to Cole seeking approval to institute an OMB audit of Indian monies going to AIM
4/9 Letter to John Vorhies in Texas to get Hullin off the hook after follow up to his first letter
4/9 Memo to Anne Armstrong warning her of scheduled meeting with Percy Ross of Michigan, who
had begun with a requested meeting with Haldeman and help with a grant application
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4110 Letter for Cole to send Wyoming Governor’s wife responding to her concerns about problems of
g, abuse treatment in Wyoming which she wrote JDE after a dinner (but we think she sat w/Cole-~welgot J~ffe t6 help with response
4~10 Memo to JDE analyzing FBI Crime Statistical reporting
4/I0 Memo to JDE analyzing Secretary Stans recommendation to the President that AID Public Safety
Advisors (withdrawn frOrn Vietnam) be re-assigned overseas for anti-terrorism and drug abuse efforts,
containing full discussions by OMB and others
4/10 Memo to John Carlson concerning GI drug abuse follow up by SAODAP
4/12 Memos to DuPont and Jaffe asking reaction to Hugh Morrow’s request of JDE that head of Harlem
Drug Treatment Clinic meet with the President
4/12 Memo to Fred Malek, now Deputy OMB, concerning how Indian funds may be being diverted to
AIM
4/13 Memo to Ken Clawson in Communications Office pointing out weaknesses in Senator Ervin’s
speedy trial proposal (Trial in 60 days or set free!)
4/13 Memo to Bill Baroody, who heads special interest groups for Colson, pointing out opportunities
for continued hard line opposing pornography
4/13 Memo to Jerry Jones on transition from Jaffe to DuPont at SAODAP
4/23 Memo to Jaffe forwarding letter, but saying grant request is only on the merits
4/23 Memo to Mike Smith urging Presidential letters to DC Police Commanders
4/24 Detailed letter to Mayor of Bristol, CT, who wrote President about lack of concern on crime and
drug issues
4/23 Memo to Hank Paulson regarding Urban League’s Drug Proposal
4/24 Letter to individual writing JDE with idea on curbing crimes against persons and forwarding idea
to Charles Ablard at DOJ
4/24 Memo to Jack Ingersoll at BNDD seeking assistance in preparing response to Del Smith’s letter to
Cole
4/26 Memo for Cole to send President analyzing DOJ’s recommendation that the Federal Government
re-take Wounded Knee and recommending the AG be told this is strictly a law enforcement decision
4/27 Memo to Ollie Atkins asking for blow-ups of"Shepard in Opium Fields"
4/27 Memo to Cole identifying possible Presidential meetings crime and drugs
4/30 Letter to Mayor Gribbs responding to his telegram concerning the FBI
4/30 Memo to Cole concerning letter from Del Smith who wrote representing a client wanting BNDD
money to develop a device to analyze heroin in the field, along with my response
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¯
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

5/3 Letter to Dean of Urban Development Institute at Harrisburg Community College responding to his
letter to Ed Cox on reform of the criminal justice system (Cox had spoken at the college and the Dean
was writing to lobby for LEAA money)
5/4 Memo to Cole discussing Customs’ budget issues should the Drug Reorganization proposal pass
Congress
5/7 Memo to Cole on possible Presidential events on crime and drug abuse issues
5/7 Memo to AG designate Richardson alerting him to pendency of Drug Reorganization and seeking
input on possible candidates for Presidential appointments
5/8 Memo to Cole discussing alternatives for campaign reform legislative proposals
5/8 Memo to Cole on status of Law Enforcement Revenue Sharing Act of 1973
5/9 Memo to Cole discussing recent court decision against impoundment of Clear Water Act monies
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¯ 5/10 Memo to Art Sohmer transmitting background materials on campaign reform for discussion later
in the day
¯ 5/11 Memo to Cole discussing pending crime and drug abuse legislation
¯ 5/14 Memo to Roland Elliot seeking Presidential notes to three DOJ sub-Cabinet appointees who were
instrumental in confrontation at Wounded Knee
¯ 5/14 Memo to Cole addressing issue of pay scale for DOJ’s independent prosecutor
¯ 5/14 Memo to Cole discussing proposed joint resolution on campaign reform
¯ 5/22 Memo to Laurel Sheedy of WH Personnel suggesting possible candidates for Legal Service
Commission
¯ 5/22 Memos to Ash, Shultz, AG-Designate Richardson and Senior WHS circulating draft memo on
Drug Reorganization and seeking to confirm their position(s)
¯ 5/23 Memo for Cole to send President reporting House Gov’t Ops voted in favor of his Drug
Reorganization proposal, but predicting trouble on House floor and presenting alternatives
¯ 5/23 Memo to Jerry Jones warning him off from naming a Deputy Assistant AG in advance of
Richardson’s confirmation
¯ 5/31 Memo to Jerry Jones authorizing go ahead in naming Bob DuPont as head of SAODAP
June
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

6/1 Memo to Bill Rhatican stressing the need for publicity on replacement of Jaffe with DuPont, whose
hearings begin the following week
6/1 Memo to Pete Velde analyzing draft policy statements of National Governor’s Conference with
regard to crime and drug issues--and pointing out how they might be improved
6/1 Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with Treasury and Justice agents involved in large drug
busts, as strong indication of President’s interest in Drug Reorganization prior to that week’s House vote
6/4 Memo to AG Richardson summarizing Domestic Council Committee work
6/4 Memo to AG Richardson providing background information on crime and drug issues
6/11 Memo to Cole on DOJ analysis of any legal concerns from extent of security to be provided in
connection with upcoming Brezhnev visit
6/15 Schedule Proposal for the President to meet with the Cabinet Committee on International
Narcotics Control
6/15 Schedule Proposal for the President to speak at the Drug Abuse Treatment Conference (of 36 cities
getting federal drug treatment monies)
6/15 Schedule Proposal for the President to thank Myles Ambrose for all his work (he is returning to
private practice on July 6th)
6/15 Memo to Falk on displeasure from San Antonio’s Mayor’s refusal to meet with Jerry Wilson
6/15 Thank you Letter to LEAA Regional Administrator in Atlanta for my visit
6/15 Schedule Proposals for the President on Drug enforcement and treatment, with accompanying
memo to Parker on why they should be done as a package (Appointment of Bob DuPont and
effectuation of Drug Reorganization--Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973)
6/15 Memo to John Vickerman of WH Personnel asking that a hold be put on the drug position at
NIMH until SAODAP reorganization is completed
6/18 Memo to Hank Paulson suggesting possible topics for ACIR studies--particularly the Safe Streets
Act--and commenting upon reception of LEAA as precursor of Revenue Sharing
6/18 Schedule Proposal for Presidential meeting with four teenagers who have been touring military
base schools and speaking against drug abuse
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6/19 Memo to Cole preparing him (and Laird) for their first meeting with Richardson, who has
announced he and his staff will not be taking any policy guidance from the WHS
6/19 Memo to Wally Scott commenting upon Treasury’s "objectives" as now required by OMB
6/19 Memo to Jerry Jones on sensitivity of Ingersoll replacement at BNDD
6/19 Memo to Ron Walker following up possibility of white water rafting down Colorado River
(Walker went to funeral, too, since Charles also worked as an Advance Man)
6/20 Letter to Bob Gallagher forwarding Supreme Court admission materials. Apparently, we met at
Charles McArthur’s funeral
6/20 Draft letter for Jerry Jones to send to John Wilson who wrote asking that he not be reappointed to
the DC Commission on Judicial Disabilities and Tenure (John Wilson had become JDE’s counsel)
6/21 Memo to Mel Laird (took JDE’s place) briefing him on status of appointments to two commissions
(Wiretap and Individual Rights), which came up in his 6/19 meeting with Richardson (NB: I am omitted
from all Richardson meetings)
6/21 Memo to Minnick suggesting letter from Honolulu Mayor (to Ken Clawson, in response to the
stuff we had him distribute) is based on misinformation and asking him to draft response
6/21 Memo to the President containing first report from Jerry Wilson on visits with six Mayors
6/21 Memo to Terry O’Donnell identifying possible locations for Presidential visits, but discouraging a
visit to Main Justice
6/25 Letter to individual who wrote Mel Laird (now heading Domestic Council) suggesting WH funds
be used for law enforcement purposes
6/26 Memo to Jerry Jones on possible candidates for AAG for Narcotics Prosecutions
6/28 Memo to Jerry Jones on possible appointees to Wiretap Commission
6/29 Memo to Jerry Jones on possible appointees to Wiretap Commission, which removes one
nomination of day before
6/29 Memo to Korologos and Friedersdorf on interest in Senate versionof LEAA extension, because of
Revenue Sharing language
6/29 Memo to Bill Skidmore of OMB reiterating clearance of departmental positions on any marihuana
legislation

July
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

7/2 Memo to Minnick on movement of personnel from EOB to DEA
7/2 Memo to Jerry Jones asking to be consulted on all pending General Counsel appointments
7/2 Memo to Ambassador Handley asking for monthly progress reports on his efforts to combat drug
abuse
7/5 Memo to Dick Harkness on recent article on Chinese activity in drug trade (from President’s news
summary)
7/6 Memo to Len Garment on Terrorism issues (occasioned by murder of Colonel Alon of Israel
Embassy)
7/10 Memo to Dana Mead on choices for effect of Home Rule legislation on DC Courts
7/10 Memo for Cole to send to Staff Secretary opposing creation of new position of Associate Attorney
General (for Jonathan Moore, who is not a lawyer)
7/11 Memo to Bob Dixon, AAG office of legal counsel, saying WH had no objection to publication of
illegal aliens study
7/11 Memo for Cole to send the President on Federal Efforts to Combat Pornography, with suggested
memo to AG directing him to work with Domestic Council on this issue
7/11 Memo to Len Garment identifying unresolved issues in combating international terrorism
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¯ 7/12 Memo to Stan Ebner, General Counsel of OMB, asking status of all impoundment litigation
¯ 7/13 Memo to Mel Laird summarizing Administration position on juvenile delinquency and enclosing
proposed response to letter from Senators and Congressmen, saying our best offense is Domestic
Council Subcommittee on Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation
¯ 7/15 Schedule Proposal for President to address 9/11 Drug Abuse Conference
¯ 7/18 Letter for Falk to send to Governor Thomson in NH saying US Attorney would look into issue of
dormitory damage from student unrest
¯ 7/18 Memo to Cole on suggested talking points in upcoming telephone conversation with Jonathan
Moore on non-cooperation with WH views on crime and drugs, detailing the AG’s lack of cooperation
and enclosing a memo from Moore saying we could stuff it on Obscenity
¯ 7/19 Memo to Susan Hanke of WH Personnel on how moving on Wiretap Commission appointments
will lessen political heat from Senator Henry Jackson
¯ 7/19 Memo to Jerry Jones recommending consideration of Jim Calloway of McClellan’s staff for a
federal appointment
¯ 7/19 Letter to head of gov’t relations of American Medical Association, who forwarded the AMA
statement on the opium situation (saying there is no effective substitute)
¯ 7/20 Memo to Dan Todd of WH Personnel summarizing WH interests in Bartels appointment
¯ 7/20 Schedule Proposal for President to have WH signing ceremony on LEAA three-year authorization
bill, which will pass on 7/23
¯ 7/25 Memo to Cole on difficulties from delaying naming John Bartels as head of the newly created
DEA. AG Richardson is opposing, everyone else supporting
¯ 7/25 Memo to George Bush following up meeting with Ted Bowes, whose primary concern was that
there was no single Administration position on patent licensing
¯ 7/26 Memo to Dana Mead on DOJ concerns about moving DC courts in connection with Home Rule
¯ 7/26 Analysis of profiling with regard to potential hijackers
¯ 7/30 Memo to Cole on Domestic Council Committees on crime and drugs (which Cole asked that I
forward to Darman)
¯ 7/30 Memo to Cole summarizing legislative priorities on crime and drug issues
¯ 7/31 Memo to Dick Darman on DOJ Legislative Priorities
¯ 7/31 Memo to Dick Darman on Domestic Council Committees
August
¯ 8/2 Memo to Parker identifying possible drug events for Presidential participation in September
¯ 8/2 Memo to Mel Laird saying AG Richardson did not believe any legislative effort by DOJ was
required by the President’s comments at the recent Cabinet Meeting, and suggesting Laird call
Richardson to clear the air
¯ 8/6 Schedule for Signing Ceremony for Crime Control Act of 1973
¯ 8/6 Schedule Proposal for President to meet with Domestic Council Committee on Drug Abuse, perhaps
in San Clemente
¯ 8/6 Memo to Cole on strategy for crime and drug legislation, with detailed plans, as well as separate
notation that AG Richardson doesn’t want his department to participate
¯ 8/7 Memo to Bob Blakey asking verbal approval for FBI full field investigation as needed for his
pending appointment to the Wiretap Commission
¯ 8/9 Memo to Ken Dam on need for consultation on patent reform (follow up to meeting with Ted
Bowes)
¯ 8/9 Memo to President’s file on 8/6 signing ceremony for Crime Control Act of 1973
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¯ 8/9 Letter to Mayor Lindsay responding to his letter of 7/25 on SAODAP
¯ 8/14 Memo to Dick Darman seeking updates to facts sheets on crime and drugs (left over from
campaign)
¯ 8/14 Memo to Dick Darman identifying Domestic Council Committees and need for DOJ input
¯ 8/14 Memo to Cole on problems stemming from not appointing DEA head and AG’s opposition to WH
drug and crime initiatives
¯ 8/14 Memo to Bill Baroody on Virgin Islands Crime Situation
¯ 8/15 Memo to Bill Baroody on DOJ’s opposition to elimination of English as requirement for US
Citizenship
¯ 8/16 Memo to Fred Fielding tossing back Mr. Sun’s proposals for Electoral College Reform
¯ 8/16 Memo to Jonathan Moore requesting updates for Domestic Council briefing book
¯ 8/17 Memo for Cole to send AI Haig advocating appointment of John Bartels as head of DEA, and
opposing AG’s choice of General Chapman of INS (to whom he already has offered the job)
¯ 8/17 Presidential Telephone Call Recommendations--to congratulate Jerry Wilson on fourth
anniversary as DC Police Chief, and to Ben Davis, Ass’t Transportation Secretary for Security on his
hijacking program,
¯ 8/17 Memo for Cole to send RMN outlining alternatives for consideration in gun control debate, with
substantial background attachments
¯ 8/17 Memo to Jerry Jones advocating consideration of Bert Griggs as Deputy for SAODAP
¯ 8/20 Memo to Mel Laird providing background on gun control issue
¯ 8/20 Memo to Parker advocating follow up RMN Radio Address on drug abuse
¯ 8/20 Memo to Laura Sheedy on two additional candidates for Wiretap Commission
¯ 8/21 Memo to Minnick urging cross cut MBO on all drug abuse efforts
¯ 8/22 Memo to Ken Rush, Deputy Secretary of State, regarding Narcotics Equipment Assistance for
Burma (as requested by Handley and Minnick)
¯ 8/22 Memo to Cole about DOJ’s initial MBO submission, with detailed notes on MBOs
¯ 8/23 Letter to Associate Justice Rehnquist to appear at 36 city crime conference
¯ 8/23 Memo to Mort Allin on news summary coverage of LEAA’s National Advisory Commission
crime report
8/24 Memo to Osborne Day of NSC regarding communications about Israeli hijacking
8/27 Memo to Mel Laird on Indian Affairs, providing background and recommending action
8/27 Memo to Bob DuPont enclosing WSJ article on Acupuncture and Narcotic Withdrawal and asking
for guidance

¯ 8/28 Memo to Garment identifying three areas of important coordination with DOJ and pointing out
how the interests of his WH Counsel’s office differ from those of the Domestic Council
¯ 8/29 Letter to Jim Thompson enclosing WH photos of his visit with the President
¯ Letters for Laird to send to Senators and Congressmen agreeing to meeting on juvenile delinquency
¯ 8/30 Memo to Craig Gosden adding talking point to Laird’s briefing book on non-responsiveness of AG
to WH requests
¯ 8/30 Memo to Cole itemizing total lack of response from AG to our requests (pornography, legislative
priorities, VP briefing book updates, and Domestic Council committees)
September
¯ 7/4 Memo to Gosden listing pending crime and drug legislative initiatives
¯ 9/7 Memo to Craig Gosden saying we were having no response from DOJ on crime and drug issues and
would try to hold working group meetings without them
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Memo for Cole to send the President on Gun Control issues
9/7 Letter to Rex Beach congratulating him on being named Executive Director of Asian Development
Bank
¯ 9/9 Memo to George Joulwan (Haig’s aide) on Cross Designation issues between DEA and Customs
¯ 9/19 Memo to Haig on Unresolved Drug Reorganization Issues, with substantial attachments, urging
Haig to complain to Treasury Secretary Shultz about Customs Commissioner Acree’s lack of support
¯ 9/21 Memo to Danny Todd regarding possible judgeship for Lockland Waters
¯ 9/21 Memo to Cole on pending crime and drug events for the upcoming week
¯ 9/24 Memo to A1 Haig providing background in advance of his meeting with Mike Acree,
Commissioner of Customs
¯ 9/24 Memo to Jonathan Moore seeking input with regard to President’s S/U message
¯ 9/26 Memo to Working Group of Domestic Council Committee on Drug Abuse alerting them to
tentatively scheduled meeting with the President for 10/23 in the Cabinet Room
¯ 9/26 Memo to Laird providing detailed analysis of DOJ and HEW on Juvenile Delinquency legislation
proposed by Senators and Congressmen at his 9/20 meeting
¯ 9/28 Letter for Laird to send Milwaukee individual seeking to establish display on Theme on
Brotherhood in the WH
¯ 9/28 Memo to Cole recommending initiating a book about Administration’s accomplishments in the
area of drug abuse

October
¯ 10/1 Memo to Bob Dixon seeking clarification as to Association executives serving on industry
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

advisory committees established by Federal agencies
10/1 Memo to Ed Morgan seeking update on IRS Narco Program (Ed is now at Treasury)
10/2 Memo to Jack Walker of Laird’s staff on total stoppage of policy input from DOJ
10/2 Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with selected members of Judiciary Committees (20
attendees)
10/2 Memo to Laird following up his meeting with Senators and Congressmen on Juvenile Delinquency
10/3 Memo to Cole alerting him to State’ s efforts to publicize and take credit for work of Cabinet
Committee to Combat Terrorism
10/3 Memo to Jerry Jones recommending Elliot Lombard for consideration for appointment to Federal
Maritime Administration
Memo for Laird to send AG Richardson approving his efforts on Virgin Islands crime situation
10/3 Memo to Jerry Jones on upcoming vacancies on Administrative Conference Council (then chaired
by Scalia)
Memo for Cole to send to Domestic Council Committee on Crime Prevention concerning need for better
coordination of Virgin Islands efforts
10/3 Memo to Laird on lack of contact with AG Richardson
10/4 Memo to Cole analyzing the youth differential issue as part of the minimum wage debate
10/5 Memo to Cole on Crime and Drug activities for upcoming week
10/5 Memo to Jerry Jones recommending consideration of Rich Chotard for Treasury or Commerce
position
10/5 Memo to Working Group of Domestic Council Committee on Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation
addressing the concept of "target hardening" and asking for input
10/9 Memo to Bob Dixon on School Prayer issue
10/10 Memo to Craig Gosden on Domestic Council Committees working on crime and drug issues
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10/16 Memo to Roland Elliott requesting Presidential thank you letter for Joanne LaMere, who left on
10/12
10/16 Memo to Dick Butcher about Kansas City Mayor’s complaints on federalism programs and
asking how he came to be included in the conference
10/16 Schedule Proposal for Presidential meeting with just the leadership of House and Senate
Judiciary Committees to discuss criminal justice legislation
10/17 Memo to Cole on Crime, Drug and Campaign Reform issues for consideration in S/U
10/17 Memo to Dana Mead on possible Presidential meeting with Int’l Assn of Fire Chiefs
10/18 Letter to Allen Raines, Executive Director of ASAE on Federal Advisory Committees
10/19 Memo to Cole providing update on revised OMB position on Impoundments
10/19 Memo to Dana Mead commenting upon his summary of HR 9682 on Home Rule and its effect on

¯

judges
10/19 Memo to Jack Walker (of Laird’s staff) on Secretary Weinberger’s scheduled meeting on

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Juvenile Delinquency with volunteer groups and asking if Laird wishes to attend
Memo to Cole on Significant Crime and Drug Activities for upcoming week
10/23 Memo to Roland Elliott providing guidance for responding to recent letter to RMN
10/24 Schedule Proposal for President to swear in John Bartels in Oval Office
10/24 Schedule Proposal for President to meet with senior Drug Enforcement Agents
10/25 Memo for Garment to send Bob Dixon on legal limitations on naming an Acting Deputy AG
10/29 Memo to Jerry Wilson forwarding letter for response
10/30 Memo to Dan Todd on possible DAG candidates
10/30 Memo to Buzhardt on Krogh files
10/30 Letter to Harlington Wood, now a judge, on recent WSJ article
10/31 Memo for Cole to send A1 Haig detailing Richardson’s lack of cooperation with WH on policy
issues and laying out desire for better relationship with new AG (Saxby), as well as importance in
cleaning out Richardson!Ruckelshaus staff appointments

November
¯ 11/1 Memo to John Bartels on Senator Thurmond issue
¯ 11/2 Memo for Laird to send Anne Armstrong on Election Reform Legislation, adding that RMN will
be making comprehensive reform proposals
¯ 11/2 Memo to Dana Mead on DC Police and Fire Department Retirements (under disability)
¯ 11/2 Memo to Laird (through Cole and copying Bryce Harlow) on Virgin Islands crime initiatives
¯ 11/2 Memo to Cole on Crime and Drug activities for upcoming week
¯ 11/5 Memo to Cole seeking input with regard to Wiretap Commission rollout (notes Jerry Jones will be
checking with Haig, too)
¯ 11/6 Memo to Bill Hoiles providing five pages of topics for Senator Saxby’s confirmation hearings
¯ 11/8 Memo to Cole on Justice Without Leadership, suggesting immediate staffing changes pending
Saxby’s confirmation
¯ 11/8 Memo to Sanford Fox (WH Correspondence Unit) requesting Presidential Law Enforcement
Commendations for two Air Force servicemen
¯ 11/9 Memo to Cole on Crime and Drug activities for upcoming week
¯ 11/12 Note to James Q Wilson enclosing WH tour tickets
¯ 11/12 Memo to Laird seeking assistance in securing Senate confirmation of Leonard Chapman as INS
Commissioner and recommending he call Senator Mathias
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11/12 Memo to Laird on Administration Drug Initiatives, mentioning 11/20 meeting of Cabinet
Committee on Drug Abuse
¯ 11/13 Memo to A1 Haig recommending Legal Group be formed within the WHS (Key Document)
¯ 11/16 Memo to Bob Dixon seeking Conflicts opinion with regard to WH Legal Group and saying Buzz
and I want to discuss this with Bork on 11/20 (Key Document)
¯ 11/19 Memo to Cole on Laird chairing the Committee on Drug Abuse, with Cap Weinberger in charge
of treatment and the AG in charge of enforcement, with clarification memo for him to send Cap
Undated and unaddressed "Issues for Study", a two-page list of topical concerns about the Nixon
Presidency
¯ 11/26 Memo to Bill Gulley seeking dictating equipment for members of the Legal Group
¯ 11/26 Memo to Bruce Kehrili seeking EOB passes for members of the Legal Group
¯ 11/26 Memo to Bruce Kehrili seeking dining room privileges for James Reedy to go along with those
for Justice Sullivan "who has joined our staff full time as Special Counsel to the President"
¯ 11/27 Memo to Kehrili seeking OEOB staff dining room privileges for three members of defense team
¯ 11/28 Memo to JJ Sullivan, along with memo for him to send to Acting AG (Bob Bork) identifying
several legal questions that are appropriate for DOJ research, following up their meeting that day on
how DOJ could help support the President (see final on 12/4, which I signed)
¯ 11/29 Memo to Mike Farrell seeking parking spaces for new members of Legal Group

December
¯ 12/3 Memo to George Joulwan detailing the status of preparation of legal papers on each of the cases in
the undated Issues for Study in mid-November above
¯ 12/3 Memo to Bryce Harlow commenting upon two candidates for Minority Counsel of House
Judiciary (both of whom had interviewed at WH for its Legal Group)
¯ 12/3 Letter to Missouri Secretary of State, responding to his letter to the President on Post Card
Registration
¯ 12/4 Letter to constituent who wrote Laird about Juvenile Delinquency legislation
¯ 12/4 Memo to Bork detailing cases appropriate for DOJ research, signed by me w/copy to Haig
¯ 12/4 Letter to John Rudy, who had written Laird concerning his desire to be a candidate for US Atty in
DC
¯ 12/7 Memo to Bruce Kehrili on supplies for Legal Group, mainly binders and reams of paper
¯ 12/7 Memo to Laird providing background on Drug Abuse issue, which Laird was just assigned
¯ 12/12 Letter for James Q Wilson to send Laird on National Advisory Council for Drug Abuse
Prevention’s plan for consolidating all drug treatment at HEW under a new National Institute for Drug
Abuse. This is a re-write of Wilson’s proposed Memo to the President
¯ 12/14 Memo to Bork summarizing SiU issues
¯ 12/18 Memo to Bill Boleyn, asking him to draft response to DOT Secretary Claude Brinegar, who had
submitted a report to Laird on Civil Aviation Security
¯ 12/20 Memo for Cole to send Roy Ash saying he saw no reason for delay on cross designation
¯ 12/20 Memo to Haig recommending title and salary for one John J. Chester, as Special Counsel
¯ 12/27 Letter for Laird to send DuPont thanking him for forwarding articles on heroin addiction
¯ 12/27 Memo to Kehrili asking for six copies of CQ’s Watergate: Chronology of a Crisis for the Legal
Group (I still have one)
¯ Undated enumeration of all passed and proposed legislation affecting Crime and Drugs
¯ 12/28 Letter for Laird to send James Q Wilson thanking him for his work as Chairman of the National
Advisory Council for Drug Abuse Prevention
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January
¯ 1/4 Briefing materials for President’s briefing book (in advance of a Press Conference) on number of
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
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¯
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¯
¯
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¯

relevant topics
1/5 Letter to someone at GAO who had asked to speak to me about what the WH was doing on the
juvenile delinquency issue, and directing him to HEW and LEAA instead
1/9 Letter to Commissioner of Police Services in Erie County, who had sent the President a letter on
Criminal Case Histories
1/9 Memo to DuPont asking for response to someone writing Rose Woods concerning a help for a
Vietnam drug victim, along with Bob’s response identifying treatment centers
1/9 Memo to Chief Wilson asking for renewal of my DC police pass
1/9 Letter for Bryce Harlow to send constituent on Campaign Reform
1/9 Memo to Hugh Durham (probably at OMB) asking for Administration position on S. 662 (a prison
reform bill)
1/9 Memo to Buzhardt providing copy of campaign reform decision memo for his review
1/9 Letter to Chris Bond, Missouri Governor, responding to his letter to RMN on Post Card Registration
1/9 Memo to Bruce Kehrili asking for A list car, Conference Dining Room (!) and OEOB gym
1/10 Letter to Harlow to send to Rep Clausen thanking him for his views on campaign reform and
predicting an Administration proposal in the near future. His office re-typed with some changes and
typos.
1/12 Memo for Cole to send the President on Campaign Reform (four versions in file)
1/14 Letter to Executive Director ofInt’l Assn of Chiefs of Police saying the President couldn’t meet
with him and suggesting he see Santarelli (now LEAA Administrator) instead
1/15 Memo to Bartels, DuPont and Santarelli on briefing books for Cole and Ford, now VP
1/17 Memo for Cole to send the President providing five pages of recommendations on the Privacy
issue
1/18 Memo for Cole to send Laird on background and status of the Executive Office Drug
Organization. Minnick has just departed and the recommendation is that the VP chair a new Cabinet
Committee on Drug Abuse, with three subcommittees: Drug Enforcement, chaired by the AG, Drug
Treatment, chaired by the Secretary of HEW and International, Chaired by the Secretary of State
Undated 11-page Decision Memo for Cole to send the President on Campaign Reform
1/18 Memo to Roland Elliott on Int’l Assn of Chiefs of Police request for a meeting with the President
1/18 Letter for Harlow to send Frances Knight, head of the Passport Office, responding to her sending
Rose Woods copies of her recent testimony
1/18 Weekly Status Memo on Crime, Drugs, Privacy and Campaign Reform
1/22 Memo to Jim St Clair providing background on a number of pending issues (he must have recently
arrived)
1/22 Schedule Proposal for President to meet with new WH Legal Group, including Buzhardt and St.
Clair and listing eight other participants
1/23 Letter to Director of National Council on Crime and Delinquency responding to his letter to the
President
1/23 Memo to David Hoopes concerning John J Chester, who was taking Charles Alan Wright’s office
at 104 OEOB and getting him appropriate pass and WH Mess privileges
1/23 Memo to Craig Gosden requesting IBM Mag Card typewriter for Donna Larson
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1/23 Memo for Cole to send Cabinet Committee on Privacy circulating proposed memo to the President
on that issue for inclusion in the S/U
1/24 Letter to constituent who wanted WH influence on his export license, directing him to Commerce
1/28 Memo to Stan Ebner asking him to provide Ash with a draft to respond to letter to the President on
judicial salaries from John Clark, President of the American Judiciary Society
1/28 Memo to Bruce Kehrili detailing status of WH Legal Group, with copies to both Buzhardt and St.
Clair (Best indicator of who was paid by whom)
1/29 Memo to Bartels (as new head of DEA) suggesting consideration of some in Baltimore and
Barrel’s response saying it would be taken into account.
1/29 Memo to Bartels asking him to respond to recent constituent letter to A1 Haig on illegal drug
activity
1/29 Letter to constituent who had written the press office saying the President had not issued any
statements responding to Supreme Court cases on abortion
1/29 Memo to Susan Hanke (in WH Personnel) concerning appointments to the Administrative
Conference and suggesting Ed Morgan might not wish to continue as a member
1/31 Memo to Cole providing weekly status report on crime, drug, privacy and campaign reform issues
for his Friday briefing
1/31 Memo to Jerry Jones saying someone under consideration for a judicial post was not thought to be
acceptable

February
¯ 2/1 Weekly Status Report on Domestic Issues, saying Presidential messages on drugs, privacy and
campaign reform are scheduled for week of 2/18, plus Q&A for Presidential briefing book
¯ 2/4 Memo for Cole to send the President as background for his 2/5 meeting on Campaign Reform (three
Presidents meeting)
¯ 2/6 Memo to Bruce Kehrili asking for WH passes (upgrades from EOBs) for Ruth Begin and Gay
Pirozzi, who are secretaries on St. Clair’s Legal Group
¯ 2/6 Memo to the President (through Cole) recommending Ford assume chairmanship of the Cabinet
Committee on Drug Abuse in view of Laird’s imminent departure
¯ 2/7 Memo to Henry Peterson at DOJ forwarding petitions regarding missing child in Hartford
¯ 2/7 Letter to President of Associated Credit Bureaus who had written the President in response to his
S/U mention of Privacy issue
¯ 2/7 Letter to Executive Director of Nat’l Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Welfare
Organizations, who had written the President on the privacy issue, with similar letter to a Texas doctor
¯ 2/7 Memo to the President (through Cole) following up his 2/5 meeting in the Cabinet Room on
¯Campaign Reform
¯ 2/8 Weekly briefing memo (Silberman has just been named "designate"
¯ 2/8 Memo to Santarelli asking for proposed responses to letters from Mayor Bradley of LA and Roy
Martin of Norfolk about the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals
¯ 2/8 Letter to constituent who had written to the President on Privacy and Campaign Reform
¯ 2/12 Letter to Credit Bureau Manager saying the President’s schedule would not permit a personal
meeting but asking that he put his proposals in writing for our review.
¯ Memo to Gosden regarding hiring of Tom Peters on my Domestic Council staff
¯ 2/14 Memo to Craig Gosden regarding Helen Distelhorst becoming secretary for Tom Peters
¯ 2/15 Memo to Ken Khachigian providing background on Campaign Reform issue as an aid to his
preparing the President’s message
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

2/15 Note to Jim Falk suggesting he is letting something slip following the President’s meeting with
Mayor Beame of NYC
2/15 Memo to Jim Falk providing background on Tourism issue
Undated outline for weekly status report
2/19 Memo to Cole providing background on Treasury/Justice differences following Treasury Secretary
Shultz’ remarks to Nixon during a meeting in Key Biscayne
2/19 Memo to Bryce Harlow providing talking points on Campaign Reform
2/19 Schedule Proposal for President to host opening meeting of Domestic Council Committee on
Privacy (possibly on 2/25-27, to correspond with his radio address)
2/19 Memo to DuPont enclosing article from Christian Science Monitor, requesting response if their
article contained factual inaccuracies
2/20 Briefing papers on current issues for book or Presidential press conference
2/20 Memo to Mike Farrell asking for Ellipse parking permit for Dan Popeo, one of our paralegals

¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

2/21 Memo to the President on meeting that day with John Bartels to advocate President’s proposed
legislation on Narcotics Trafficking
2/21 Memo for Presidential files on 2/5 meeting on Campaign Reform (color pictures of the three
Presidents)
2/22 Memo to Bartels, Leonard Chapman and Walter Scott regarding Secretary Shultz’ comments to the
President on DO J/Customs cooperation
2/22 Memo to A1 Haig responding to his request for information and proposals on issue of political
kidnapping
2/22 Memo to A1 Haig concerning who should chair the Domestic Council Committee on Privacy (we
originally had recommended the VP, whom Haig had asked, but Gergen had raised concerns. Memo
reiterates VP’s advantages but offers Dean Burch, newly arrived as Counselor, as alternative.
2/22 Memo to Aram Bakshian commenting on his draft of a Presidential radio speech on Privacy
2/22 Weekly status memo on Crime, Drugs, Privacy and Campaign Reform, notes President’s radio
address on 2/23 will be on Privacy
2/25 Memos to the President and to VP Ford providing background and talking points for their 2/26
meeting with the Domestic Council Committee on Privacy, as well as Memo to full Cabinet Committee
providing background for the meeting
2/25 Memo for the File on meetings Bryce Harlow and I had with Senator Hugh Scott on campaign
reform
2/26 Letter to Dean of LBCC, who send Nixon a copy of their Community Crime Prevention Task
Force Report (along with autographed picture of the President)
2/26 Scheduling Proposal to Parker for President to meet with AG Saxby and FBI Director Kelley on
political kidnappings, following anticipated release of Patty Hurst
2/27 Memo to Bob DuPont regarding upcoming visit of wife of Wyoming Governor, who is seeking
information on support of drug abuse treatment programs
2/28 Memo to Bill Timmons providing background on opposition to Post Card Registration bill
2/28 Memo to Bob Marik of OMB providing suggested points to cover in preparing Ford’s 3/6 privacy
speech to the National Governor’s Conference

March
¯

3/1 Memo to Daniel Spalding asking for framing of Leadership News
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¯ 3/1 Memo to Hoopes suggesting that 1/23/74 Cabinet Picture be circulated for each Secretary to sign, so
all could have signed copies.
¯ 3/1 Status Report (Silberman confirmed and begins on March 4th) First mention of Amnesty issue
which Silberman is working on with Buzhardt
¯ Undated Memo analyzing opium shortage and recommending release of stockpile
¯ 3/5 Letter to 9th Circuit Judge who wrote President urging splitting California in creating two Judicial
Districts
¯ 3/5 Memo to Timmons on Rep Frenzel’s bill on Post Card Registration
¯ 3/5 Memo to Falk commenting on OMB Draft about New Federalism
¯ 3/11 Memo to VP Ford providing talking points on Privacy Issue
¯ 3/11 Memo to Roland Elliott requesting Presidential letter for Minnesota Police Officer of the Year
¯ 3/12 Memo to the President recommending he rescind the EO allowing the Department of Agriculture
access to IRS income tax returns (it should read Farm, not Form)
¯ 3/13 Memo to Kathy Jensen requesting different type face for new IBM Ma Card, which has come with
Essay Italic (and is not appropriate for Presidential memos!)
¯ 3/15 Weekly Status Report, no activities but interesting Q&A on Mayor Daley and US Atty Thompson
regarding alleged trading of impeachment vote, plus Q&As on terrorism, public financing, political
kidnappings, privacy and drug abuse
¯ 3/18 Memo to Cole on release of LEAA victimization surveys and relationship to validity of crime stats
¯ 3/18 Memo to Cole providing background on expected 3/29 release of annual FBI crime stats--and
predicting fall out from dramatic increase (and lack of DOJ analysis)
¯ 3/18 Memo to Harlow/Timmons on DOJ drafting of amendments to S.2810 the Senate Campaign
Reform Bill
¯ 3/18 Memo to Cole suggesting he lunch with Saxbe, now that Silberman is in place
¯ 3/20 Memo to Dave Hoopes on hiring of five DOJ attorneys onto St. Clair’s staff(and discussing
Saxbe’s refusal to detail them)
¯ 3/22 Status Memo on Activities
¯ 3/22 Memo to Bartels asking for a speaker on drug enforcement for Army flight surgeon luncheon
¯ 3/22 Memo to Korologos regarding Campaign Reform
¯ 3/22 Memo to Gosden regarding my hiring of Fred May (now F. Lynn May)
¯ 3/26 Memo for Cole to send the President regarding funding of Corporation for Public Broadcasting
¯ 3/26 Memo to Cole alerting him to possible political ramifications from opposing renewal of Profit
Renegotiation Board
¯ 3/28 Memo to Cole regarding appointments to Corporation for Public Broadcasting
¯ 3/28 Memo to Haig (through Dana Mead) regarding rash of DC bank robberies and offering photo op to
emphasize arrests
¯ 3/28 Memo to Deputy AG criticizing staff work done on Q&A for release of FBI crime statistics
¯ 3/28 Memo to Deputy AG (presumably Silberman) pointing out sloppy work done by DOJ on
Campaign Reform Legislation (probably Bob Dixon’s OLC)
¯ 3/28 Memo to A1 Haig offering to meet in his place with Trailback drug treatment representatives
¯ Undated Status Memo on Domestic Issues
¯ 3/29 Memo to A1 Haig providing background and analysis as requested by several members of the
Cabinet concerning the effect of 12/12/73 announcement by the Federal Energy Office on allocation of
Federal parking spaces to encourage carpooling, and GSA’s order that 90% of the parking spaces be so
allocated
¯ 3/29 Memo to Hank Goldberg at OTP regarding FBI’s NLETS program (privacy issue)
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April
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

4/1 Memo to Phil Buchen, who is Ford’s Counsel and has just assumed his work on Privacy, telling him
how we respond to letters to the President on Privacy issue
4/2 Memo to Kehrili asking for WH pass for Ruth Begin, secretary to St. Clair
4/3 Memo for Cole to send WH staff seeking reactions to Whitehead’s memo to President on Long
Range Planning for Public Broadcasting
4/5 Memo to Bob DuPont on how to respond to Birch Bay criticism of drug treatment efforts (which
was noted in Daily News Summary)
4/5 Letter on Cole’s behalf to lawyer asking about National Commission on Individual Rights
4/8 Memo to Cole requesting week off beginning 5/3 (and summarizing ongoing work)
4/11 Letter for Bryce Harlow to send to Elmer Staats, Controller General of the US, who proposed a
full-time commission to supervise campaign financing
4/11 Memo to Jerry Jones recommending Antonin Scalia, then head of the Administrative Conference,
for both DC Circuit and OLC
4/12 Memo to Cole regarding draft memo to President on Second Class Postal Rates, as well as earlier
draft
4/16 Memo to Skip Williams regarding State’s proposal to send EPS officers to guard UN in NYC, also
commenting on Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism
4/17 Memo for Cole to send WH staff announcing my additional responsibilities in Commerce,
Treasury, Post Office, SBA, Civil Service, and Telecommunications Policy
4/17 Memo to Deputy AG regarding pending issues within his department
4/18 Draft Memo for Cole to send President on Public Broadcasting Finance Bill
4/19 Memo to Cavanaugh regarding possible OMB pressure on HEW to remove athletics within Title

IX
¯ 4/19 Memo to Clay Whitehead at OTP regarding Senator’s letter advocating free cable channel
¯ 4/22 Memo for Cole to send the President cleaning up a mess between Interior and Justice on appeal of
a 9th circuit case
¯ 4/25 Memo to Cole suggesting issues for VP’s 5/3 Law Day speech

¯ 4/26 Status Report
¯ 4/30 Memo for Cole to send the President regarding options for the Public Broadcasting Financing Bill
¯ 4/30 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer (FBI Liaison) asking for FBI clearance of a police officer being
considered for Presidential citation
May

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

5/2 Memo to Dean Burch, asking him to consult with Rep Rhodes on Public Broadcasting Financing
Bill
5/3 Tasking memo to Lynn May, since I will be going on vacation
5/3 Memo for Cole to send the President on Public Broadcasting Financing Bill
5/13 Memo to Cole providing background on pending issues for our meeting with Fredrick Dent,
Secretary of Commerce
5/14 Memo for Cole to send the President on Second Class Postal Rates, an issue which has been raised
by his daughter Julie
5/14 Memo to Tod Hullin forwarding my files on Broadcasting Policy, since he has assumed
responsibility for that area (under Mead)
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¯
¯
¯
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¯
¯
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¯
¯
¯

5/14 Memo to Mike Duval forwarding my files on Domestic Council Committee on Virgin Islands,
since he has assumed responsibility (under Mead)
5/16 Letter to Rep Rangel responding to his letter to the President on opium production
5/17 Memo to the President (through Cole) informing him that we have held up HEW’s pending regs
implementing Title IX of the Education Act Amendments of 1972, which eliminate sex discrimination
in education
5/17 Status Memo, discussing Fire Safety and new VP Residence (from CNO)
Undated Memo to Cole providing background on WH patronage system for our meeting with Civil
Service Director Bob Hampton
5/20 Memo for St. Clair to send Jerry Jones recommending raises for three of his attorneys in
connection with their joining the WH Staff payroll
5/20 Memo to Cole providing background on pending issues for our meeting with new Treasury
Secretary Bill Simon
5/21 Memo to Timmons saying Cole opposed ending deduction for meetings held outside of US (in Tax
Reform bill)
5/21 Memo to Warren Hendricks discussion status of legislation creating 27 new Federal Judgeships,
negotiations with Democrats over appointment "split" and saying DOJ doubts "legislation would pass
both Houses of Congress in time to avoid becoming bogged down in the impeachment disruption of the
legislative process", Memo is designed to enable Cole to respond to Ed Meese, who is asking on
Governor Reagan’s behalf
5/21 Memo to Bob DuPont requesting promotion for Lynn May, who is detailed from SAODAP
5/22 Memo to Hullin forwarding copy of Senator Thurmond’s amendment to Title IX, which appears in
Monday’s Congressional Record
5/22 Letter for Dana Mead to send Rep Dickinson regarding HEW’s suspension of School Aid in
response to DOJ Civil Rights review
5/23 Memo to Dana Mead on continuation of Turkish Opium Ban
5/23 Memo to Cole on Title IX Sports and pending HEW regs and recommending approach with
Presidential recommendation to Congress
5/24 Memo to Deputy AG asking DOJ to prepare comprehensive analysis of Voting Rights Act, which
expires in the Fall
5/29 Memo to Dana Mead attaching Presidential proposal and initiative summaries for my areas of
responsibility, including Crime and Drugs, General Gov’t, and Treasury and Civil Service Commission
5/29 Memo to Deputy AG on news summary article on prisons and asking for input on Prison Reform
Undated Status Memo, discussing Taxation of Retirement Contributions, Civil Service Legislation, Tax
Reform, and Title IX sports
5/30 Memo to file on Santarelli snit and my discussions with Silberman over his public remarks about
the White House and need for his departure from LEAA
5/31 Memo to DAG on HEW position on sports in Title IX, suggesting OLC review
5/31 Memo to Cole reporting results of OMB study on Border Reform (continued struggle between
Customs and DO J)

June
¯
¯

6/3 Memo circulating Secretary Weinberger’s memo to the President on HEW regs on Title IX
6/3 Memo to Max Friedersdorf forwarding ASAE’s recommended language on deducting foreign
meeting expenses
6/4 Memo for Cole to send Wally Scott commenting upon Treasury’s MBOs
6/4 Letter for the President to send to Don Santarelli accepting his resignation at LEAA Administrator
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¯ 6/4 Memo to Bartels about news summary article
¯ 6/5 Memo to DAG on Supreme Court nominations
¯ 6/5 Memo to Hoopes asking for promotion for a Legal Group lawyer, since he would have been
promoted had he stayed at DOJ
¯ 6/7 Memo to Haig on Mexican Border Dispute
¯ 6/7 Series of six memos asking for input regarding proposed resolutions of US Conference of Mayors
¯ 6/10 Memo to Paul O’Neill asking help in preparing analysis for the President on "affirmative action"
¯ 6/10 Memo to Cole recapping GSA issue on Federal Management Policy
¯ 6/10 Memo to DAG on nominees for Permanent Committee for the Oliver Wendell Holmes Devise
¯ Undated Status Memo on pending issues, notes Scalia will replace Dixon at OLC
¯ 6/11 Memo to the President (through Cole) on Title IX and Sports, summarizing issue and other
departmental positions, and recommending President accept Weinberger’s publishing of HEW’s
proposed regs
¯ 6/11 Letter to National Education Institute noting Santarelli had tendered his resignation, which was
accepted by the President
¯ 6/13 Memo to Cole regarding four-month report from VP’s chairmanship on Domestic Council
Committee on Privacy
¯ 6/14 Weekly Status Memo
¯ 6/18 Memo to Aram Bakshian in Speechwriting clearing Presidential message on Government
Executive Development
¯ 6/18 Eight-page letter to Senator Curtis responding to letter from eight Senators (including Jesse Helms,
Carl Curtis, James McClure, Strom Thurmond, and Barry Goldwater)to the President urging him to veto
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and complaining about Stan Pottinger’s remarks on
forced busing. (Pottinger is AAG Civil Rights and his speech was recorded, so we can prepare a
detailed response--clearly drafted by Pottinger), we finesse the veto issue
¯ 6/18 Memo to Wally Scott asking him to respond to telegram on Mexico Border Dispute from Rep
Henry Gonzalez
¯ 6/19 Memo to Frank Carlucci at HEW on case of Adams v. Richardson
¯ 6/19 Memo to Jack Chester suggesting Legal Group be listed in Martindale-Hubbell section under
Gov’t Lawyers (same to Bill Casselman on VP Staff)
¯ 6/20 Memo to AG forwarding letter to President from a Mayor in NY regarding a desertion charge
against someone
¯ 6/20 Memo for Cole to send Ann Armstrong regarding Presidential memo on EEO for Spanish
Speaking Americans
¯ 6/20 Memo to DAG on California Prop 9 and Campaign Reform, along with proposed Q&A for
Presidential briefing book
¯ 6/21 Memo to Haig on Mexican Border Dispute (Rep Steed is going to cut OMB’s budget by 30%
because he thinks Treasury was treated unfairly. OMB may fold)
¯ 6/24 Memo to Haig containing suggested talking points for his meeting with two Congressmen
regarding the opium shortage
¯ 6/24 Memo to Bartels, asking that he respond to letter to President from Chicago Housing Authority on
drug enforcement
¯ 6/24 Memo to DuPont on news summary article
¯ 6/24 Memo to Henry Goldberg (OTP) on Proposed Cable Legislation
¯ 6/24 Letter to Professor Collyer Crum following up previous week’s conversation on Title IX
¯ 6/25 Weekly Status Report
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¯

6/27 Memo to DAG about news summary article
6/27 Final Memo for Cole to send President on S.411, Extending Postal Rate Adjustments (issue of
Second Class Postage)
6/28 Briefing papers on Mexican Border Dispute (between Justice and Treasury) and on Busing

¯
July
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

7/1 Memo to Mead on how hard Silberman is working on getting Saxbe ready to report on Justice
initiatives at the upcoming Cabinet Committee Meeting [either Saxbe has lost interest or we are trying
extra hard to show real work at Cabinet meetings!]
7/2 Memo for Cole to send Ann Armstrong making two suggestions to her second draft of a Statement
on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking Americans
7/2 Memo for Cole to send the President commenting upon attached Memo from Roy Ash on Freedom
of Information Act Amendments and recommending he accept Option 1 [shows that even Roy Ash
cannot get a memo to Nixon without a Domestic Council cover!]
7/2 Three-page memo to Haig on Mexican Border Dispute
7/3 Memo to Jim Clawson (who has replaced Ed Morgan at Treasury), asking him to respond to letter
on firearms
7/3 Memo to Pottinger noting Senator McClure had responded to my recent letter asking for a copy of
the recording of Pottinger’s remarks
7/9 Memo to Haig regarding DOJ appeal of US Customs Court ruling on Import Surcharges, (after
clearing it with DO J, who was going to appeal anyway, we authorized the WH Press Office to say the
President had directed the AG to appeal
7/11 Memo to Haig analyzing FBI crime statistics (going up 15% in past quarter) and Silberman’s
suggested response
7/11 Memo for Cole to send Whitehead saying his memo to the President on public broadcasting
financing had been approved and asking him to work with me to prepare legislation
7/11 Memo to Dana Mead regarding San Scott’s idea for a Small-Town Task Force
7/12 Memo for Haig to send the President recommending he sign the attached letter to Chairman
Fulbright, commenting upon Kissinger testimony during his confirmation hearings that he provided the
names of those whom the plumbers should watch. There are three drafts (the second merely has a
paragraph change, but the last has an added paragraph emphasizing the importance of conducting
foreign policy initiatives in secret, which I think RMN added)
7/14 Memo to Haig attaching draft Presidential directive to AG to respond to reported crime rise
7/16 Memo to DAG forwarding telegram to the President regarding Federal prison proposed to be built
in Alabama
7/22 Letter to the Chief Judge of the 9th circuit responding to his letter to the President on division of
that circuit, and Memo to Saxby forwarding letters for his handing.
7/22 Two memos to DAG forwarding correspondence (one is a telegram regarding a police
investigation in PA and asking Larry to call to discuss)
7/22 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer requesting FBI clearance of a police officer being considered for
Presidential citation
7/23 Letter to Governor Thompson of NH responding to his letter to the President on state lotteries and
the Federal excise tax on wagering
7/24 Memo to Cole on Justice Initiatives, saying they are getting back into the game (under Silberman)
7/25 Memo to Cole urging him to sign letter to Senator Magnuson agreeing with his opposition on long
range funding for public broadcasting
7/25 Memo to Jerry Jones requesting purchase of three Shure Model M-63 graphic equalizers
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¯
¯

7/26 Letter to Kevin White, Boston’s Mayor, who has written about an LEAA grant that he discussed
with Dana Mead before his departure.
7/26 Memo to the President (through Cole) regarding Supreme Court’s 5-4 decision the day before
saying Detroit couldn’t force busing when there was no showing on previous discrimination

August
¯ 8/7 Memo to Stan Ebner at OMB forwarding a letter from Governor Evans of the State of Washington
about flying the flag from the county courthouse a full 24 hours a day
¯ 8/8 Memo to Dudley Chapman forwarding letter from Erie Lackawanna RR listing unpaid bills (?)
¯ 8/8 Letter to Common Pleas Judge in Ohio thanking him for sending Nixon a copy of their Juvenile
Court annual report
¯ 8/9 My pro forma resignation, as expected of all appointees upon change of President
¯ 8/9 Memo to Ed Johnson asking he provide a draft answer to Senator McClure’s letter to Timmons on
domestic production of opium
¯ 8/12 Memo for Cole to send Haig providing background for his meeting that afternoon with Saxbe, who
wants to discuss the pending Freedom of Information Act Amendments. I update previous memo to
Nixon, and note the only real hope of avoiding a veto is for Timmons to ask the Congress to delay
sending any legislation until Ford really has his team in place
¯ 8/12 Memo for Cole to send Ford relying Saxbe’s concern that he is the only Cabinet Secretary that
Ford has not asked to stay on
¯ 8/13 Memo to DAG enclosing resumes of six attorneys, two law clerks and two secretaries from the
WH Legal Group that DOJ has agreed to accept back immediately, as well as three attorneys who will
stay an extra two weeks to wrap things up.
¯ 8/13 Memo to Stuart Knight of the Secret Service confirming authority for Sally McCarthy to make
copies of Pat Buchanan’s files in Room 84
¯ Undated list of DOJ pending legislation, with space for President to approve current policy or provide
more detailed information
¯ 8/14 Memo to Ann Armstrong saying we are updating the President’s briefing book on an expedited
basis and need her proposed revisions on two issues: women and Spanish speaking Americans
¯ 8/15 Memo to Dave Wimer enclosing resumes of Legal Group attorneys who, though they have been
returned to DO J, would like to be considered for Presidential appointments
¯ 8/16 Memo to Phil Buchen urging US Atty Jim Thompson be included in any reception for Ford’s visit,
especially since Thompson is expected to run for Governor
¯ 8/16 Memo to Baroody recommending Hoose be included in Economic Summit
¯ 8/16 Memo to Haig providing background for requested meeting by General Leonard Chapman, who
heads INS (whose budget has been cut rather severely)
¯ 8/19 Memo for Cole to send Ford for his personal review of section of signing statement for Education
Bill which addresses busing
¯ 8/20 Memo to Cavanaugh containing list of number of interest groups representing lawyers and police
chiefs suitable for meetings with President Ford
¯ 8/21 Memo for Cole to send the President providing alternatives for consideration with regard to
Campaign Reform legislation
¯ 8/21 Memo forwarding to AG a letter to the President from the Chairman of the Boston School
Committee, where Judge Garrity has just ordered forced busing
¯ 8/21 Memo to AG requesting response for Timmons to send to Freemasons
¯ 8/21 Memo to Haig suggesting possible alternatives for handling the 700 telegrams received in the past
24 hours on the amnesty issue
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8/22 Memo to Jerry Jones seeking assistance in placing Marilyn Meinking, who has worked for the
Legal Group and the Domestic Council before that
8/22 Memo to Jerry Jones attaching proposed Presidential letter back to Jewish War Veterans who have
written in support of amnesty
8/22 Memo to Phil Buchen alerting him to sensitivity of President Ford becoming honorary member of
various groups
8/22 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer requesting FBI clearance for a fireman getting a Presidential
commendation
8/23 Letter for Timmons to send Senator McClure dismissing idea that Agriculture will grow opium as
"low level staff suggestion within OMB"
8/23 Memo to the AG forwarding telegram from a Republican Congressional candidate seeking help
regarding illegal aliens in CA
8/23 Memo for Cole to send Haig on my 8/21 meeting with Silberman and Marty Hoffman regarding
the amnesty question and attaching my meeting memo (Ford has set a 9/1 deadline for a position)
8/26 Schedule Proposal for David Parker, recommending the President meet with his senior staff to
discuss Campaign Reform
8/26 Memo to Haig regarding WH receipt of 2500 letters on amnesty issue (apparently Ford made
remark in Chicago speech), with Memo for Haig to send the President, and containing memo for Haig to
send Jack Marsh on how to best respond.
8/26 Schedule Proposal for President to receive report on amnesty
8/27 Schedule Proposal for President to meet with Patrolman of the Year and ten honorable mentions
8/27 Schedule Proposal for President to address IACP
8/26 Q&A on Gun Control, busing, illegal aliens, civil rights, int’l terrorism, crime, public financing,
drug abuse, antitrust and Marijuana
8/27 Memo to DAG asking for draft speech on crime for Ford to make to IACP in late September
8/28 Memo to Phil Buchen forwarding two requests for Presidential Pardons that the Congressional
liaison office mistakenly forwarded to my office--and suggesting how to respond through DOJ
8/28 Memo to Cole recommending VP Rockefeller be given responsibility for Drug Abuse issue
8/28 Memo for Cole to send Ford providing background on Conditional Amnesty options being
prepared by DOD and DO J, issue has to do with mandating two years of public service in exchange for
dropping charges
8/28 Memo to Tom Powers on President’s Commission on WHF (is Powers at S&J?), saying
Commission is at 1900 E Street, Room 1308 (they must not have moved to Jackson Street)
8/28 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer requesting FBI clearance for fireman up for Presidential
commendation
8/29 Memo to Haig regarding ongoing meetings between Schlesinger and Saxbe in trying to reach
agreement before their 8/31 meeting with Ford on Leniency
8/29 Memo to Dave Wimer (now heading Presidential Personnel) recommending Chuck Stone for
Legal Services Board
8/30 Memo for Cole to send President Ford providing background for 9/4 Oval Office meeting on
pending Campaign Reform legislation, now in Conference Committee (attending are Ann Armstrong,
Dean Burch, Cole, Hartmann, John Marsh and Bill Timmons, with me staffing) [detailed analysis is
several pages later and Q&A after that]
8/30 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background for his 8/31 meeting with Defense
Secretary Schlesinger and GC Marty Hoffman, and AG Saxbe and DAG Silberman, as well as Ford’s
staff, regarding Leniency for draft evaders and military deserters, containing a very candid discussion of
the whole issue
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¯ 8/30 Memo for Warren Rustand regarding photo op with Ford in holding room prior to his 9/24 speech
to the Int’l Assn of Chiefs of Police
September
¯ 9/3 Letters acknowledging telegrams urging the President to sign the Juvenile Justice act
¯ 9/3 Memo to Jerry Jones regarding Presidential citation to the Coast Guard
¯ 9/4 Scheduling Proposal to Warren Rustand for President to meet with his three drug officers
¯ Undated outline of current issues
¯ 9/5 Scheduling Proposal for President to give opening address to National Conference on Prevention of
Drug Abuse during Drug Abuse Prevention Week, with long lists of possible invitees
¯ 9/5 Memo to Doug Metz, asking him to respond to letter to the President on privacy
¯ 9/5 Letter to Policemen’s Assn of DC acknowledging their letter on the Police and Fire Pay Bill
¯ 9/6 Memo to Warren Rustand asking for Presidential commitment on attending 100th graduating class
of FBI ceremony in March of 1975
¯ 9/6 Letter to National Council for Responsible Firearms Policy acknowledging receipt of their policy
statement
¯ 9/6 Memo for Cole to send the President on firearms, attaching full memo done for Nixon in August of
1973
¯ 9/6 Memo to Velde asking for travel to Seattle for law enforcement meetings
¯ 9/6 Memo to DAG enumerating DOJ items being done at the request of President Ford
¯ 9/6 Memo to Bill Seidman asking ifDOJ antitrust economist can be invited to Economic Summit
¯ 9/9 Memo to Santarelli declining invitation to LEAA picnic
¯ 9/9 Memo to Hank Goldberg forwarding correspondence on White House Conference on
Communication
¯ 9/9 Memo to Scowcroft regarding narcotics and illegal aliens as issues for President’s 9/16 address to
the UN, as well as possible meeting with the President of Mexico
¯ 9/10 Memo to AG asking him to respond to telegram from Cesar Chavez
¯ 9/10 Letter to Youth Coordinator on Presidential signing of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974
¯ 9/10 Memo to Paul Theis regarding Presidential letter to newly naturalized citizens
¯ 9/11 Series of Q&As for Ford Briefing Book on privacy, gun control, illegal aliens, civil rights
enforcement, Marijuana, international terrorism, crime, public financing, drug abuse, antitrust, forced
busing,
¯ 9/11 Memo to Jack Hushen providing talking points on Amnesty
¯ 9/11 Memo to Cavanaugh urging he ask Cap Weinberger to have HEW become more involved in the
privacy issue, and enclosing possible talking points
¯ 9/12 Memo to DAG saying President had asked for briefing paper on antitrust enforcement, with note to
Larry saying to re-assure Tom Kauper, AAG Antitrust, that inquiry has nothing to do with Phil Areeda’s
arrival at WH as Deputy Counsel to the President
¯ 9/12 Memo to DAG asking about Richmond County Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
¯ 9/13 Memo to Phil Buchen providing insights to how to conduct the President’s signing ceremony on
the Leniency issue (a real "how-to" on an issue)
¯ 9/13 Memo to the President responding to his inquiry about Civil Rights enforcement at the University
of Michigan (Pottinger prepared response)
¯ 9/13 Memo to Doug Metz about possible article on Privacy by Ford in Trial Magazine
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9/13 Memo to Timmons (through Cole) noting our mistake in omitting mention of Public Broadcasting
legislation in the President’s Message to Congress and suggesting what might be done about it
9/16 Letter for President to send CA Republican candidate on illegal alien issue
9/19 Memo to Warren Rustand discouraging meeting with Richmond County Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Children and recommending instead a possible meeting with the American Humane
Association, which HEW suggests
9/19 Memo to DAG enclosing new Presidential letter for naturalized citizens
9/20 Memo to Paul Theis asking for FBI clearance of Patrolman of the Year
9/20 Memo to Roland Elliott regarding telegram from Drew Lewis, Republican Candidate for Governor
on state lotteries and enclosing a Presidential response
9/20 Memo to Pete Velde at LEAA on recent article on the crime rate, as well as correspondence from
Ohio on possible LEAA grant
9/20 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer on FBI clearance for Michigan Police Officer of the Year (Ford’s
home state)
9/20 Memo to AG on telegram from New Jersey on Newark disturbance
9/23 Memo to Roland Elliott asking for Presidential letters of condolence to families of two slain
policemen, and to Jane Dannenhauer asking for FBI clearance
9/24 Memo to Hoopes requesting new staff pin
9/24 Memo for Cole to send President on his meeting with the Patrolman of the Year
9/25 Memo to Cap Weinberger at HEW, asking that he respond to a letter to the President on school
segregation
9/25 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background on FOIA amendments and asking
whether to signal a Presidential veto will be forthcoming
9/25 Memo for White House Operators asking that WH calls at home be routed through the Army
Signal Line
9/26 Memo to Warren Rustand urging Presidential meeting with three drug abuse principals, especially
with upcoming Drug Abuse Prevention Week
9/26 Memo to David Kennerly (Presidential Photographer) asking for supply of Ford pictures, which
could then be submitted for autographing in response to requests
9/26 Memo to DAG asking they respond to correspondence about Ford’s pardon on Nixon
9/27 Memo to Jim Cavanaugh listing five pages of possible topics for S/U
9/30 Memo to Cap Weinberger forwarding correspondence on school desegregation
9/30 Memo to DAG asking for a program on Recidivism
9/30 Memo to Charles Morin, Chairman of the Commission on the Review of the National Policy
Toward Gambling, asking that he respond to the attached correspondence
9/30 Memo for Cole to send the President attaching memo from AG Saxbe on The Illegal Alien Crisis,
saying it is a good topic for review by Domestic Council and OMB (perhaps for S/U) and suggesting the
President acknowledge receipt of the AG’s report
9/30 Memo to Wally Scott scheduling meeting to discuss Illegal Aliens and consider creating a
Domestic Council Committee
9/30 Memo to Brent Scowcrofl seeking help in preparing briefing paper on Illegal Alien question for
Ford’s meeting with President of Mexico
9/30 Memo to Cole providing status update on Conference Committee consideration of campaign
reform legislation
9/30 Memo to Pete Velde at LEAA asking them to pick up my travel costs to attend the National
Conference of US Attorneys in New Orleans ($174)
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October
¯ 10/1 Scheduling Proposal for President to meet with Jerry Wilson, who has resigned as DC Police Chief
¯ 10/1 Memo for Cole to send the President providing follow up to two questions he asked on FOIA
amendments
¯
10/1 Memo to AG asking that he respond to correspondence on US crime rate
¯
10/3 Memo to David Kennerly requesting copies of Presidential photos with police
¯
10/3 Memo to AG asking for draft for Timmons to sign to Rep Moakley on forced busing
¯
10/3 Memo to Velde asking him to respond to letter on juvenile delinquency
¯
10/3 Memo to AG asking for draft for President’s signature to Chief of Police of Beaver Falls, PA
¯
Undated memo summarizing President’s concerns with pending Campaign Reform legislation, as
requested by Minority Leader Rhodes
¯ 10/4 Memo to AG forwarding letter from Rep Guy Hill on crime
¯ Undated memo discussing how Ford can use his October campaigning as basis for new initiatives in his
SiU
¯ 10/7 Memo to AG forwarding correspondence resulting from his comments on rehabilitating criminal
offenders
¯ 10/7 Memo to Colonel Kennedy urging the Secretary of State (presumably Kissinger) attend the
opening of the White House Conference on Drug Abuse, which is being addressed by President Ford on
10/23
¯ 10/7 Memo to Warren Rustand urging the President meet with the drug officers on 10/18
¯ 10/7 Letter acknowledging receipt of resolutions of TN and MI sheriffs and peace officers ass’n
¯ 10/8 Draft Memo for Cole to send the President on FOIA amendments
¯ 10/8 Letter to Cole resigning as of January 5, 1975 to return to the practice of law
¯ 10/9 Memo for Cole to send the President on FOIA amendments, recommending veto
¯ 10/9 Memo for Cole to send the President analyzing adoption of the Holt Amendment to the HEW
Appropriation Bill (precluding any use of appropriated funds to classify teachers or students by race,
etc.)
¯ 10/9 Schedule Proposal for President to sign Campaign Reform Act, probably on 10/12
¯ 10/9 Memo to AG forwarding letter on Oklahoma State Penitentiary
¯ 10/10 Memo for Cole to send Rumsfeld providing background on busing in Boston
¯ 10/10 Memo to Cole asking that my forfeited annual leave be restored
¯ 10/10 Letter to Police Chief saying his picture didn’t turn out and promising an autographed one of
President Ford, along with letters enclosing pictures to all the other chiefs
¯ 10/11 Memo to Dave McDonald forwarding correspondence on gun control issue
¯ Undated Q&A on DOJ defense of civil suits arising out of gov’t wiretaps
¯ 10/11 Memo for Cole to send Don Rumsfeld (now Ford’s Chief of Staff) discussing issue of Pocket
Vetos during Congressional recesses
¯ 10/11 Memo to Vince Rakestraw forwarding correspondence on Omnibus Judgeship Bill of 1974
¯ 10/11 Memo for Cole to send the President establishing a Domestic Council Committee on Illegal
Aliens, which will be held for release until 10/21
¯ 10/11 Memo to Wally Scott regarding re-allocation of money from IRS trafficker Program
¯ 10/14 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background for signing ceremony for Federal
Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 on 10/15, with all Members of Congress invited, along
with talking points and Fact Sheet for press release
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10/15 Memo to Norm Carlson at Bureau of Prisons asking him to comment on press releases from
Director of Campaign Against Prisons
10/15 Memo to Jim Clawson at Treasury forwarding correspondence on pre-clearance at Winnipeg AP
10/5 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer requesting FBI clearance for firemen up for Presidential
commendation
10/15 Letter for Cole to send Governor Ronald Reagan responding to his letter about proposed
legislation that would divide the State of California into two judicial districts
10/16 Memo for Cole to send the President on FOIA amendments, with entire staff recommending he
veto. Buchen had recommended he sign, but changed when he saw everyone else
10/17 Memo to the President providing background for his meeting the following day with three drug
abuse officers, along with recommended talking points
10/18 Memo for Cole to send Ford on narcotics situation in Mexico in preparation for his trip to Mexico
10/21 Memo to AG asking him to respond to letter from Mayor Charles Evers of Fayette Mississippi on
busing in Boston
10/21 Memo to DAG asking for draft for Cole’s signature on letter from Air Transport Assn about INS
procedures adversely affecting international commerce
10/21 Memo to DAG asking for his review and comment on AG memo to the President on Turkish
Opium Cultivation
10/21 Note to Lynn May asking for briefing for Phil Buchen on metric system issues
10/21 Memo to Bob DuPont asking him to draft letter for Ford to respond to letter praising efforts by
Bartels and DuPont in putting together their September issue of Medical Times
10/21 Memo to Cap Weinberger asking him to respond to letter about financial assistance to private
schools
10/22 Memo to Bill Seidman regarding OTP’s past work in reviewing FCC regulation of
communications industry
10/22 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer asking for FBI clearance for a fire chief proposed for a Presidential
commendation
10/22 Memo to Cap Weinberger asking for draft response to letter from Rep Martin for Timmons to
sign
10/23 Memo for Cole to send the President recommending he establish a Domestic Council Committee
on Illegal Aliens
10/23 Letter to Councilman of Newport News saying President could not meet with him
10/23 Letter to Probation Coordinator declining his suggestion the President give a dinner for ex-cons
10/23 Q&A on Privacy, Capital Punishment, busing, antitrust, civil rights, int’l terrorism, gun control,
FOIA, illegal aliens, drug abuse, marijuana,
10/23 Memo to files regarding Steptoe and Johnson conflict on opium policy, which was laid off to
Cavanaugh
10/23 Letter to Police Chief of Beaver Falls, PA, responding to his letter on Ford’s IACP speech
10/23 Memo to AG forwarding letter from parents of missing daughter
10/24 Memo to AG forwarding correspondence on Pardon and Marijuana
10/25 Memo for Phil Buchen to send Ford containing letters to Senator Weicker and Rep Litton on
inspection of tax returns
10/25 Memo for Cole to send the President on Enrolled Bill S. 3838, Debt Obligations and Usury
Ceilings, collecting different opinions of his advisors
10/29 Memo to Pottinger asking for letter for Dean Burch to sign responding to letter from Republican
State Committeeman in Boston on forced busing
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10/29 Letter to Sheldon Vance (now heading Int’l narcotics) declining invitation to visit opium areas of
Neemuch, near New Delhi in connection with Conference there on 11/19-20
10/30 Letter to Chiefs of Police who had met with Ford at IACP convention forwarding Presidential
picture
10/30 Letter for Dewey Clower to send East St Louis Mayor concerning LEAA grant
10/30 Memo to Phil Buchen certifying my files
10/31 Memo to DAG on letters concerned about HR 7780, which the President signed on 10/29
10/31 Draft letters for the President to send to two Congressmen who wrote to complain about an article
saying Weinberger supported less vigorous school desegregation in the North than in the South
10/31 Memo to Paul Miltich summarizing Ford’s meeting with newspaper editors and his discussion of
his veto of the FOIA Amendments, noting comments by Phil Areeda, too.
10/31 Memo to AG forwarding correspondence about corruption in Fresno

November
¯ 11/1 Memo for Cole to send the President urging him to urge DOJ to encourage LEAA to fund police
overtime for Kansas City Mid-Term Democratic Convention
¯ 11/4 Memo to Cavanaugh identifying DOJ legislation for upcoming rump session of Congress
¯ 11/4 Memo to John Eger, Acting Director of OTP asking him to respond to correspondence on the cable
industry, as well as on CBS
¯ 11/4 Scheduling Proposal for President to do brief photo op with new Deputy of National Institute on
Drug Abuse, who is from Michigan
¯ 11/4 Letter to Dick Albrecht, now GC of Treasury, inviting them to President’s box at Eisenhower
Theater with Silbermans and Jim McHughs of S&J
¯ 11/7 Memo to Velde asking them to pay for my Sacramento trip to Reagan’s Criminal Justice
Conference
¯ 11/8 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background on Shield Law legislation that came up
during his 10/25 meeting in the Roosevelt Room with newspaper editors, and suggesting possible
talking points for future use
¯ 11/8 Memo to Jerry Jones containing recommended response for Rumsfeld to send Ed Schmultz
regarding his suggestion on narcotics suppression
¯ 11/8 Memo to Cole on Career Criminal paper coming from Justice
¯ 11/20 Memo to Rumsfeld regarding Presidential directive on international narcotics suppression
¯ 11/25 Letter for Max Friedersdorfto send to Rep John Rhodes on border crossing problems in Arizona
¯ 11/25 Memo for Cole to send the President forwarding the 1974 Annual Report of the Federal Judicial
Center
¯ 11/25 Letters to 10 police forwarding copies of their meeting with President Ford
¯ 11/25 Letter for Friedersdorfto send constituent (w/copy to Rep Moakley) responding to letter on
forced busing in Boston
December
¯ 12/2 Memo to DAG enclosing letter from PA Gov. Shapp who is seeking a meeting with Ford on five
law enforcement areas, recommending they handle it from DOJ
¯ 12/5 Memo to DuPont asking that he draft a response for the President to send to a constituent who
wrote him about marijuana
¯ 12/6 Letter to Connecticut constituent acknowledging his letter to the President on the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
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12/9 Letter to Illinois constituent acknowledging his letter to Rumsfeld on his appeal to the Illinois Law
Enforcement Commission
12/9 Letter to Wilson Talley congratulating him on his nomination to be Ass’t Administrator of EPA
12/9 Memo to AG asking that a letter be prepared for the President to send to a Milwaukee school
employee on racial equality
12/9 Letter to California constituent acknowledging his letter to the President on crime and recidivism
12/10 Memo to DAG forwarding constituent letter on the FBI
12/10 Memo to AG asking that letter be prepared for President to send to Santa Ana Mayor letter on
illegal aliens
12/10 Letter to Ambassador Moynihan thanking him for dinner while I was in India
12/10 Letter to DEA Regional Director in Bangkok enclosing a Presidential photo
12/10 Letter to Michigan constituent acknowledging his letter to Ford on the National Advisory
Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
12/12 Memo to Central Files forwarding all classified files
12/12 Memo to Jerry Jones asking that IBM Mag Card typewriter accompany Donna to Marsh’s staff
Undated letter to constituent who wrote complaining about Bob DuPont’s comments on marijuana
12/12 Memo to Duval containing materials on topics I had been responsible for, as well as appropriate
background materials
Undated File Index showing their disposition
12/13 Memo to DAG requesting analysis of crime proposal sent to the President by Rev. Dunn of
Feeding Hills, MA
12/13 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer seeking temporary pass for detailed secretary (Donna Larsen having
joined Jack Marsh’ staff)
12/13 Letter to Public Television associate in Florida responding to his letter to the President on women
in prison
12/13 Memo to DAG forwarding memo from Robert Goldwin on the immigration difficulties of foreign
academics and seeking reaction
12/13 Memo to Central Files noting disposition of my files to Duval, Lynn and Hullin
12/13 Memo for Cole to send the President providing an analysis ofAG Saxbe’s memo on Voting
Rights Act Extension
12/16 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background for his meeting with AG Saxbe on
career criminal proposal
12/16 Schedule Proposal for Cole to submit recommending signing ceremony on Antitrust Procedures
and Penalties Act
12/16 Memo to Central Files instructing them to hold my files on Civil Rights until someone is assigned
that responsibility
12/16 Memo to DAG seeking advice on how to respond to letter to the President calling for
investigation of EEOC
Undated Memo for Cole to send the President summarizing the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, and
recommending signing in spite of serious flaws
12/17 Memos to Jane Dannenhauer requesting FBI clearance for individuals recommended for a
Presidential citation
12/17 Memo to O’Neill forwarding OTP memo on personnel
12/17 Memo to Jim Hutchinson instructing him to have the US Attorney in NY meet with someone who
has written Norm Ross requesting a meeting
12/18 Memo to DAG attaching materials on sentencing
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12/18 Memo to Phil Buchen discouraging a Presidential meeting on busing with an Oklahoma
Congressman and a Federal Judge
12/20 Letter to constituent saying the President couldn’t meet with him, but providing someone at DOJ

1975
January
¯ 1/2 Memo for Cole to send the President regarding whether to sign the Product Warranties and Federal
Trade Commission Act Amendments legislation
¯ 1/2 Memo for Cole to send the President regarding whether to sign legislation extending Federal
Retirement Benefits to certain non-federal workers
¯ 1/2 Memo for Cole to send the President regarding whether to sign legislation raising the limit on black
powder possession, proposed by Senator Bayh in connection with his re-election effort
¯ 1/3 Memo for Cole to send the President regarding Justice recommendations on the S/U
¯ 1/3 Memo for Cole to send the President on whether to sign or veto the Social Services Amendments,
which includes Senator Long’s efforts to get "welfare cheaters" and "missing fathers"
¯ 1/9 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background on OTP organization and discussing
issue of its removal from OEP
¯ 1/10 Memo for Cole to send Rumsfeld providing background on Jesse Jackson’s 1/15 March on
Washington
¯ 1/10 Memo to Judy Johnston with regard to transmitting the Annual Report of the Office of Alien
Property
¯ 1/13 Letter to Louisiana constituent who wrote the President about the second amendment’s Right to
Bear Arms, containing detailed citations from DOJ saying it always had applied to State Militias, not
individuals
¯ 1/13 Letter to John Nolan who wrote urging someone’s appointment to the Commodities Futures
Commission
¯ 1/13 Memo to DAG requesting detailed input on school desegregation issues
¯ 1/14 Letter to Santa Ana Mayor on illegal alien problem
¯ 1/14 Letter to ABA about sending Administration representative to Tax Section meeting
¯ 1/15 Memo to Susan Porter of Betty Ford’s staff providing background on Crime Stoppers Club that
has asked the First Lady to become an honorary member
¯ 1/20 Letter to EOP official recommending law clerk from St. Clair’s staff
¯ 1/20 Memo for Cole to send the President concerning transmitting the Voting Rights Act Amendments
of 1975 to the Congress
¯ 1/20 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background on the Campaign Reform Act of 1974,
which came into effect on 1/1/75 and suggesting an approach for identifying the two Presidential
nominees
¯ 1/21 Letter to Montana constituent responding to his letter on crime
¯ 1/22 Memo for Cole to send the President on Designation of Presidential Board for MIA Matters, with
detailed staff recommendations
¯ 1/22 Memos to Ed Schmultz at Treasury and Silberman at DOJ requesting input on whether Puerto
Rico should be able to retain recently increased oil import fees
¯ 1/23 Memo for the Staff Secretary discussing why the Executive Order entitled "Renunciation of
Certain Uses in War of Chemical and Riot Control Agents" deserves more detailed staffing within the
Administration
¯ 1/23 Letter to Oregon constituent who wrote the President about the FCC
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1/24 Memo for Cavanaugh to send Rumsfeld providing background on Ash’s complaint about a
Domestic Council memo topping his memo to the President (good example of our work)
1/24 Memo for Cole to send the President providing background information on the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting’s 1974 Annual Report, which is required by law and enclosing transmittal letter to
Congress
1/24 Memo to Jerry Jones on US Postal Service and WH options in the face of rising postal rates
1/27 Letter to Dave Parker, now DAS for Tourism at Commerce thanking him for his suggestion of
using SS Administration to help with illegal alien problem
1/27 Memo to Ambassador Lewis Hoffacker ending my getting the CIA Weekly Situation Report on
International Terrorism
1/29 Memo to Bob Goldwin thanking him for James Q Wilson articles on crime
1/31 Memo to Acting AG asking for input on potential problem areas in 1975
1/31 Memo to DuPont pointing out how Leonard Chapman’s speech alerts folks to potential problems
without contradicting any Administration budget policy and suggesting he could do the same
1/31 Letter to Peter Coogan congratulating him on his partnership at Foley, Hoag & Elliott
1/31 Letter to Stan Anderson congratulating him on his return to private practice
1/31 Memo to Jones on replacement of Nixon postings with Ford postings
1/31 Letter to constituent who wrote the President about EEOC complaint
1/31 Memo to Cap Weinberger at HEW asking for comments on two-year study of Philadelphia school
integration

February
¯ 2/3 Memo to Jane Dannenhauer requesting FBI clearance for Chief of Police recommended for
Presidential citation
¯ 2/3 Letter to NJ constituent responding to her letter to Ford on complaint filed with Civil Rights
Commission
¯ 2/4 Memo to Judy Johnston providing background paper and suggested Presidential statement on Public
Broadcasting finance bill and suggesting how it should be staffed
¯ 2/4 Memo to Rumsfeld (through Cavanaugh) providing background on Arab Investment in US and
recommending closer review
¯ 2/4 Memo to Rumsfeld (through Cavanaugh) providing background on worsening situation in drug
abuse and providing suggestions
¯ 2/5 Memo to Richard McGraw of HUD providing background on illegal alien issue
¯ 2/5 Letter to Louisiana constituent who wrote Ford asking for help on an FCC issue
¯ 2/5 Memo to Jerry Jones suggesting Ford consider holding a dinner for Sub cabinet officials
¯ 2/5 Letter to Pennsylvania constituent wrote Ford on citizen radio issue
¯ 2/5 Memo to Silberman as Acting AG asking for comments on recent article
¯ 2/7 Memo to Phil Buchen commenting upon SEC Chairman’s request that a Congressman’s proposal be
advocated in Ford’s S/U
¯ 2/10 Letter to Texas constituent responding to his letter on EEOC, which draft was requested earlier
¯ 2/11 Letter to Utah constituent responding to his letter about the FCC
¯ 2/12 Memo to Roland Elliott asking for Presidential letter for reading at DEA building dedication in
Florida
¯ 2/13 Memo to Ed Schmultz, now Treasury GC, asking for staff work on an IRS ruling
¯ 2/14 Memo for Cavanaugh to send the President providing background information on the Illegal Alien
issue
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2/14 Memo for Roland Elliott asking for Presidential thank you letters to four officials who helped with
2/13 swearing in of AG Levi, which Ford attended at DOJ
2/18 Letter to Oklahoma constituent responding to his concerns about the FCC
2/19 Letter to Governor Cecil Andrus responding to his letter to Ford worrying about curtailment of
OTP activities
2/19 Memo for Ford providing background for photo op with Karst Besteman of DEA
2/19 Letter to Connecticut state official who wrote Ford about charitable organizations
2/21 Letter to Cole resigning as of 3/2
2/21 Letter to constituents responding to their letter to the President on Citizens Radio Service
2/22 Memo for Cavanaugh to send Jim Lynn providing background for regulatory reform issue
2/24 Memos for Bartels secretary, WH mail room and WH switchboard, saying I was leaving staff on
3/2 and providing forwarding address
2/25 Letter for Rumsfeld to send to Treasury Secretary Simon commenting in detail on his proposals for
Secret Service protection for Presidential candidates
2/25 Memo for Cavanaugh to send the President providing background on the gun control issue
2/26 Memo for Cavanaugh to send the President providing background for his 2/28 meeting with AG
Levi
Undated draft letter for Jack Marsh to send the NRA responding to their letter on Saturday Night
Specials
2/27 Memo for Cavanaugh to send VP Rockefeller providing background for his scheduled meeting
with AG Levi
2/27 File Index of all files
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